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ABSTRACT

This

was a stud.y designed. to compare a pursuit
generated decaying eye movement with the first component of
a two component OKAN decay proposed by Jerl et al., (1984)
in man. The first component is hypothesized to be due to
the pursuit input in oKÀN. pursuit was el-icited in humans
by tracking of a red LED j-n a dark room for 30 deg.rees at a
speed of 20 deg/sec" Eye rnovements were recorded. using dc
Eoc rnethods. The LED was switched off in front of the
subject, and a decaying eye movement ensued.. A one
exponential decay v¡as fitted to the pursuit decay by a
computer program. The best fit to the decay started at r3o
msec after light out. Light intensity and repeated exposure
to the pursuit stimur-us had no significant effects on the
pursuit decay. oKÀN was produced. at 20 deg/sec with fulr
field stimuration for l- mín followed by I minute of
darkness. A two component decay was fit to the OKAN in a
standard fashion (JeIl et âr., 1984). The pursuít decay and
the f.irst component of the two component oKÀN decay had
different tirne constants (p
mean that the same integrator is beíng charged differently
in pursuit vs OKAN, or two different integrators are
invorved. since the tine constant of the pursuit decay was
less than the 500 msec latency response of the eye due to
the viscoel-astic properties of the êyê, isolation of a
neural- integrator l{as not possible.
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ÏNTRODUCTION

A.

GENERAL TNTRODUCTTON

driven by the oculomotor system, which
allows it to focus on the visual world and track objects of
speciar j-nterest. The oculomotor system consists of the
muscles controlling the êyer along with their innervation
from different neural centers" These d.ifferent neural_
centers process dÍfferent inputs to the eye muscles from the
outside world, thus controlring their various movements.
For an easj-er understanding of the many dj_verse movements
the eye is capable of, the ocur-omotor system has been
hypothetically broken d.own into a number of funct,ional
subsystems. rt has been assumed that each subsystem is
responsible for a distinct eye movement in response to a
discrete stimulus. These hypothetical subsystems are, in
order of phylogenetic occurrence:
1) the vestibuloocurar reflex - this reflex produces
eye movements in response to head movements sensed by the
semicircular canals ín the inner ear, and d.rives the eyes in
the opposíte direction of the head movement.
2) the optokinetic system - this system is responsible
for producing eye movements in response to large visual
movements sensed by the eye. This moving image causes eye
movements ín the same d.irection as the image. The
optokinet'ic system complements the vestibuloocular reflex ín
natural surroundings.
3) the pursuit system - this system produces eye
The human eye

l_s

movements for

folrowing small objects across the vísua1
field. The most common hypothesized. ínput is a smarl moving
image on the retina around. the area of the fovea (the area
of the eye specialized for fine visual discrimination).
4) the saccadic system - this system is responsible
for rapid eye movements that fixate an object on the fovea,
the region of highest acuity.
5) the vergence system - this system focuses both
foveas on the object of interest.
This allows depth
perception.

All these hypotheti-cal systems are found. in man. only
the vestibuloocular reflex is found in alL animals
(Robinson, 1981).

This thesis concerns itself with the pursuit system
and its functional reLevance to the optokinetic system.
stinulation
of the optokinetic system has been
hypothesízed to also stímurate the pursuit system (Hood,
1967; Robinson, 1981). The optokinetíc system is stirnulated
by visuar ímage slip across the whole retina, includ.ing the
fovea, whíle the pursuit system is stimulated. by visual
image slip of a small part of the retina around the area of
the fovea (Robinson, t9B1).

rt is important to distinguish the hypothetical pursuit
input in optokinetic stirnuration. rn the crinical set,ting,
there is a test that measures the performance of the
optokinetic system. rt is currently assumed that the
measured response of the test is d.ue only to the optokinetic

system" Patients with inner ear and balance d.isorders are
diagnosed. usj-ng this opt.okinetic t,est. The ínner ear not
only senses head rotation, but also any head movement.
Balance disorders can thus be sensed. by the inner ear
through unnatural head movements, and. can themselves be
initiated by disorders of the inner ear (ie. unnatural
signals from the inner ear d.ue t,o fruid build-up in the
semicircular canals giving inappropriate posture commands).
The optokinetíc system adjusÈs for gross instabilities
in
visj-on (ie. head. rotation), but for finer control (ie. due
to natural trernor), the pursuit system could. stabilize the
visual world on the fovea (RobÍnson, 19gt).
rn an
optokinetic st,írnulatÍon situation,
the pursuit input
(hypothesized visual image slíp on the fovea) might rrfine
tunerr the eye movement to closer match the stimulus movement
(rreland and JelI I rg92) " Thus, d.ifferentiation of the
hypothetical pursuit input in the optokinet,íc test resurts
and its subsequenL mal response courd specify lesions of the
inner ear by indicating the area of the braÍn and braÍnstem
hypothetically responsible for optokinetic eye movements or
the pursuit input in optokinetic stinulation.
Dr. Jell and staff, in previous work in the laboratory,
hrere abre to standardize an optokinetic test and. an analysis
that theoreticarly showed the contribution of the pursuit
system to the optokinetic system. rf proven true, this
would make finer diagnosis more possíble and. accurate, and.
the test could further be used. as an investÍgative toor.
This Masterrs thesis is an att.empt to independantly verify

the contribution of the pursuit system to the optokinetic
t,est, by stirûulating the pursuit system arone Ín a manner
similar to that used in the optokinetic test, and show how
this contribution compares to the theoretical contribution
in the optokinetic test.
rt would be incomplete to discuss the optokinetic and.
pursuit system wÍthout, putting them into their theoretical
current perspective. For this purpose, a discussion of the
vestibuloocular reflex is includ.edr âs there is a straight
logical grad.uat.ion in the maintaÍnance of balance from the
vest'ibuloocular reftex to the optokinetic system to the
pursuit system (Robinson, 1981) . All these systems d.eal
with vÍsion and the moving world.. The vestibuloocular
reflex dears with sight and. head shaking, the optokinetic
system deals with sight and. large visual field motion, and.
the pursuit system d.eals with fixating small moving objects.
Head movement is sensed by the inner ear, which has
connections to
the oculomotor system to form the
vestibuloocular reflex and. connect to the optokinetic
system. The optokinetic system Ín turn theoretically has
some pursuit input, from the pursuit system. The introduction
becomes more und.erstandable if this overview is kept in
rnind.

B. THE VESTTBULAR - OPTOKTNETTC SYSTEM.
1. The Functional Relationshi
of the
Optokinetic Systern.
6

Vestíbular

and

rt

has rong been known that the optokinet,ic syst,em is
complementary to the vestibuloocular reflex (ter Braak,
1936i waespe et aI", t977) " Both these systems elicit
nystagmus during head rotation in the 1ight,. Nystagmus is a
characteristic eye movement consi-sting of repeated slow

sv/eeps of the eye (called slow phase velocity;

SpV)

ínterspersed with rapid flicks back in the opposite
direction (Fig r).
one beat, of nystagmus is equal to
one
sPV and one rapid flick back. The hypothesized purpose of
nystagmus is to stabilize gaze in relation to the moving
visual surrounding during head rotation.
The theoretical
relationship
of the optokinetic system to
the
vestibuloocular reflex becomes apparent in the nystagrnic
response to rotatÍon.
At very low rotational vel0cit,ies
(head rotation),
nystagmus is sustained by the optokinetic
system, whereas the vestiburoocurar reflex is capable of
responding to high and low transient rotat,ionar verocities
(head shaking) (Mervi11 Jones and Milsum, rgzr). Nystagmus
is sustained at intermediate rotational velocíties by the
declining influence of one and. the rising influence of the
other. This is due to a different stimulus input for each.
Tt has benn demonstrated by: 1) isorating the two systems
and showing the nystagmic response of each to d.ifferent
rotational velocitiest and 2) showing the effects of one on
the other in rotation in light (Raphan et â1., rgTg).
2. The Stinulus for the Vestibuloocular Reflex.
Nystagmus ís elicited by different st,irnuri for the
7

1. . Exanpre of nystagmus generated by optoklnetlc st.lnulation
Tlg
at ZO
degre-es/s9c.
Rotatión wãs frõn reft io iigi.t, --ðio, s\Areeps of the
eye
are depicted by a, rapld flicks
b;;k ãre Oeplcted by þ.

+'+

¿L'
'l¿
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vestibuloocular reflex (voR) and the optokinetic system. The
stimulus for the voR is head rotation in the dark. Head
rotation is sensed by the fluid-fiIIed semicircular canals
in the inner ear. Act,ivation of the semicircurar canars is
achíeved by a transient d.eflection of the cupula by the
inertial momentum of the fluid within the semicircurar
canals. The cupula is a diaphragm extend.ing across the lumen
of the canals wÍthin the ampulla. withín the cupula ís the
crista ampullaris, which contains hair celts that, when bent
(due to the inertial momentum of the fruid in relat,ion to
the semÍcircular canals), send signals down the vestibular
nerve to the vestibular nucleii. The vestibular nucleii are
a group of nerve celI bodies found in the brainstem. The
signals from head rot,ation then go from the vestibular
nucreii to the oculomotor nucleÍi, and. hence to the eye
muscles and cause nystagmus (I{ilson and. Mervirl Jones,
1979). lvhen the fluid in the semicircurar canals reequilibrates with the head rotation, the cupula is again at
restr no signal is generated from the hair celrs, and. the
nystagmus generated dies out.
The dynamics of the system can easily be demonstrated..
rf a subject, has been accererated. in a rotat,ing chair in the
dark in one d.irect,ion, nystagmus Ís seen in the opposite
dírection of the chair rotation (ie. the slow s\¡¡eeps of
nystagmus are in the same direction) until it dies out due
to the cupula coming to rest. rf rotation is stopped
suddenly, nystagmus occurs in the opposite direct,ion of
rotation due to the cupula being d.eflected. the other way by

the inertial
postrotatory

of the fruid,
This is called.
nystagmus, and it also decays gradualry

momentum

(Go1dberg and Fernandez, 1981) "

A practical self demonstratíon of the voR can easily be
shown. rf a person was to hord his head stilr and shake a
neÌ¡rspaper back and forth in front of him, he would. not be

abre to read it,. Tf instead. he was to hold. the nevrspaper
still
and shake his head, he would be abre to read. the
ner¡/spaper. This is due to the voR stabilizing
gaze in
relation to head shaking. This procedure wirl not, elicit
nyst,agmus, but it does demonstrate the VOR.
The Stirnulus for the

okinetic

System.

The stimurus for the optokinetic system alone is
rotation of a moving visual surround (írnages moving past a
person) . rn the laborat,ory, this is usually effected by
seating the subject in a lighted room, and. surroundíng hím
with a rotating optokinetic curtain. The inside of the
optokinetic curtain is usuarly covered. with vertical black
and white stripes to provide a high contrast, contour rich
stimulus. check patterns have arso been used (Dubois and.
collewíjn, 1979). The subject is instructed to look at or
follow the stripes one by one. Nystagmus imrnediately
develops with the s1or.¡ phase in the direction of the curtain
rotation (Cohen et a1., 1981i Koenig and Dichgans, t9B1)
(See fig 1).
The above explanation only describes how we elicit
10

optokinetic nystagmus (OKN), but not why ir is e1Ícited. In
the vestibuloocular reflex, the bending of the hair ceIls
elicited nystagmus. rn oKN, things become more complex, and.
it has not' been entirely established exactly what mechanisms
elicít oKN.
one of the major theories proposes that slip velocity,
or i-mages of the visual environment moving across the
retina, is the input to the optokinet,ic system (Robinson,
1977). slíp velocity is the error signalr oF ratio, between
the stimulus (visuar) velocity and the eye velocity. This
error signal causes a cont,rolrer in the brain to attempt to
keep the eye velocity equal to the stÍmulus verocity, so
lit,tle visuar image slip occurs. There is always an error
signal in eye movements. vÍithout the error signal, the
controller is inactivated.. The slip velocíty input, has been
studied in the cat (stone and Fukeda, rg74) and the rabbit,
(Oyster et aI", 1972) .
Another theory proposes that efference copy,
or
knowledge of the movement of the eye muscres, couId. be
responsible for the tracking motions of oKN (Holtzman et
â1., 1978) . This theory has been diffícurt to study in oKN,
but has been more thoroughly studied. in smooth pursuit (See
C.2. The Stimulus for Smooth pursuit).
A practical self demonstration for producing oKN can be
readily achieved.. rf a person is in a car on the highway and
looks at passing fenceposts, he wilr find. that his eyes seem
to flick up to the next fencepost in the direction he is
11

going armost, unconsci-ously, wit,h lit,t,le wÍll involved ín the
physícal effort,. This is an example of oKN, The same can be
done while wat,ching a parade on the streetr or wat.chi_ng
railway tracks while on a train.
unlike the vestiburoocular reflex, the stimulus for
optokinetíc nystagmus d.oes more than excite the optokinetic
system in man. Tt also theoretically excit,es another visual
subsystem, the smooth pursuÍt system (ter Braak, 1936; cohen

et â1., 1977; Leigh and zee, r9B3), which is found in arI
foveate species. The presence or absence of the fovea in
dífferent speci-es changes the character of oKN in ways that
reveal how íÈ is elicited. The presence of the pursuit
system has a characteristic theoret,icar effect on

C.

oKN.

THE PURSUTT SYSTEM.

1. The PhysÍology of the Eye and Its Relat,ion to
Pursuit

Srnooth

"

The human retina will be taken as an example of a
foveate eye. The human retina can be divid.ed. into two parts,
the fovea and the periphery. The fovea is found. in the
center of the retína. rt subtends an arc of s deg.rees and
consists of only densely packed cone photoreceptors, which
detect the Iíght, signar (Daveson, Lg76). The perípheral
retina surrounds the fovea and. consists of rods and. cones.
These photoreceptors are less d.ensely packed, and their
signal processing is markedly different from that of the
T2

foveal cones" The rods are used for night vision.
The human retina not only has a horizontaL organization
(fovea and periphery), but arso has a layered organization.
Light is det,ected by the photorecept,ors, which in turn send.
their signals up to biporar celrs, arnacrÍne cei_ls and.
ganglion cells. These cerls process the signal by (among
other
processes) polysynaptic inputs
from many
photoreceptors. Foveal cones tend to make single synapses
with the processing cerIs, while perípheral photoreceptors
make many diffuse synapses. Due to the greater density of
foveal cones and the canarization of their signal, the fovea
effects the highest resolution of the eye (Ruch and. patton,
1965) . The primate retina is very sirnir-ar to the human
retÍna, and all foveate species are org'anized along sÍmirar
lines.
hlith one part of the eye having hígher resolution than
the other, the foveate animar would preferentially use this
area for viewing objects of interest. The saccadic system
assists in target acquisition for the viewing area. A
saccade is a very rapid eye movement that positions a srnalr
object of interest on the fovea. Due to an apparent
refractory period of 0,2 secs" (vüestheimer, 1g54b), and a
sarnpled dat,a-like behaviour that makes the saccade a
ballistic mot.ion where it, cannot change its intent, until the
motion is completed. (westheimer, r954a), the saccad.ic system
is unable to continuously keep a smalr srnoothly moving
object foveated.. The opt,okinetic system is also deficient,
13

for this purposer âs Ít responds to full field. rotation of a
moving visual surround. Foveati-on of a small moving
object entails ignoríng the stationary visual surround.. To
accomplish this tracking, the pursuit system developed. to
allow smooth tracking eye movements for continuous foveation
of a moving object, as no other oculomotor system arlows
this (Lee and Zee, ]-983). Afoveate species, such as the
rabbit, do not, have this ability (collewijn, rg77).
The eyes themselves tend. to move slowIy off target due
Èo what is called oculornotor noise. oculomotor noise is

perhaps due to muscle tremor or programmed inaccuracies
designed to transmit meanÍngfuI data. A function of the
smooth pursuít system here may be t,o produce controLled eye
dríft duríng fixation of a stationary target.
rn the human
the standard deviation of eye drift in the light, is o.r3
deg/sec (steinman, r96b). rn the dark, it, has been estimated
to be less than 1.0 degs/sec (Robinson, r-981). rt appears
that vision is being used. to help controL gaze, as the srow
drifts are greater in the dark than in the right. rmage
stabilization has been hypothesized. as the function of a
separate ocular stabilization system (steinman et. â1.,
1973), as it is present in afoveate species, such as the
rabbit (collewijn and van d.er Mark, tg72). An alternative
hypothesis presented is that, stabilization may be a special
case of smooth pursuit or optokinetic nystagmus, where the
image slip on the retina ericits corrective motions (Leigh
and Zee, l-9B3) .
I4

The principle stimulus for smooth pursuit eye movements
a target moving across the fovea. The target, can be

ís
remarkably smalI (even smaller than the fovea) and the eyes
wíll stitl
move to track the target and. ígnore the nonmoving surround (Murphy et aI., 197s) . The target need not
even be foveated. rn cases where ambient rÍght is poor, rods
(that, are not found ín the fovea) will preferentialry be
used to track the target (winterson and steinman , rgTB).
This demonstrates that, the part of the eye used to pursue an
object is not, d.etermined by anatomy, but rather by a central
selection process in higher centers of the brain concerned
wíth pursuít (Robinson, 19Bt).
Another stirnulus that is capable of eliciting
smooth
pursuit movements is extraretinal (rnuscle) inforrnat,ion on
how the eye is moving. stud.ies have shown that the path of
motion of spots of light, moving in the d.ark ís
often
strikingly miscalcurat,ed when the subjects are asked to move
theír eyes and. pursue the object (Festinger and. Easton,
1974), with perceived. extent, of eye movement being much ress
than the actual extent of eye movement (Holtzrnan et â1.,
1978). perception of movernent in that situation has been
hypothesized to d.epend on exLraretinar information, since
this is the only source of i-nformation with a reference
poÍnt (movement of the eye as compared to the stabÍlity of
the head) " The extraretinal information in thís instance has
been call-ed efference copy, or corollary discharge. The
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extraretinal information can be combined with retinally
obtained information t,o give the perception of the target
motion (Ho1tzman et â1., I97B) .
Efference copy may be
effected either of two ways. one is propriocept,ive feedback
from Èhe muscles thaÈ move the eye (Mat,in, L975) i the other
is monit,oring of the motor commands to those muscl_es
(skavenski et a1., 1972). while evidence is not totally
unequivocal, it appears to favor the monitoring of the motor
command as the main source of extraretinar information
(Holtzman et, â1., J97B) .
The existence of efference copy has been d.emonstrated
by a number of investigators. steinbach, (1976) showed that
subjects could
smoothly track their ovrn outstretched
finger in the d.arkness with their eyes, probably by using
their knowledge of the motor command to the limb and
proprioceptive input from the eye muscles. patients with
acquired blíndness have been shown to be able to do the
(Leigh and Zee, 1980).
The perception of movement itserf

can elicit,

same

forlowing
eye movements. pursuing the inaginary center of a rolríng
wheel has been shown to be an adequate stimulus for pursuit
eye movements (steinbach, rg7 6) | d.emonstrating that
perceived velocity of a target of interest may generate
pursuit eye movements. Tracking the afterimage of a pendular
moving object, (which is stationary on the reÈina) hras even
succesful in eliciting pursuít eye movements (Heywood. and
churcher, r97L; yasui and young, 1975) . pursuit, of an
eccentric afterimage on the eye was also successfur in
T6

eliciting pursui-t eye
re72)

movements (steinbach and. pearce,

.

This demonstrates that pursuit eye movements may be
generated by various stimuli, although the most common
stimulus is retinal image slip. This is sírnirar to the
stimurus for optokinetic nystagmus, except while the retinal
irnage slip is across a major part of the retina for
opt'okinetic nystagmus, in smooth pursuit, the image slip is
very smaLl and is mainly across the fovea.
3.

Srnooth

pursuít in

tokinetíc

sta

Though pursuit eye movements have probabry developed
for pursuing smarl objects against stationary background.s,

visual image moving across the fovea, such as fulI fierd
visuar stimulation as in oKN, causes the eyes to make
pursuit movements. st,rong evidence suggests that the pursuit
system plays an important part ín eliciting oKlI in d.ifferent
any

species.

ïn man, after a lat,ency of o.r- o.z sec presumably

due

to signal processing (Rashbass, 1961; Robinson, 1965), upon
optokinetic stirnulation eye velocity jurnps quickly within
one beat to follow stirnurus verocities of a moving target of
60 100 degs/s (Cohen et âI., IgBIi Howard and Ohrni I l-g}A) .
Beyond these velocities, human pursuit movements are unabLe
to track the moving object accurately (Meyer et, a1., 19gs),
and nystagmus declínes and deteriorates (Dichgans and
Brandt, r97B). rn the foveate monkeyr eye velocities are
L7

characterÍzed by an initiar rapid and later srow rise t,o a
steady-state Ievel, with peak velocities between rzo zoo
deg/s (Raphan et ar., rgTg) " rn the afoveate cat, there is a
small initial jump foLlowed by a slow rise in eye velocity
to a peak velocity of 20 degs/s (Haddad et aI., rggo). The
afoveate rabbit has a sirniLar response to that of the cat,
but the eye reaches lower peak velocit,ies (colIewijn, Lg6g).
The difference between species in the initial and slow
rises in oKN verocities probably reflects the extent to
which the smooth pursuit system is used to el_icit oKN (cohen
et a1., 1981; Robinson et, â1., 198r). Man and monkey have a
well developed. fovea from which the central processing areas
of the pursuit system preferentialry target, while the
afoveate cat and rabbit have no smooth pursuit system. The
fast, initial
rise of oKN in man and monkey is interpreted
as being due to the pursuit system, whir-e the srow rise is
interpreted as being due to the optokinetic system (Raphan
et a1., 1977 i cohen et â1., r9B1) . This interpretation is
supported by the fact that ín patients with deficÍent
pursuit but preserved optokinetic responses, the build-up of
slow phase eye verocity is as slow as ín the rabbit (yee et
â1., 1979) " A srnalI initÍal rise in eye velocity is seen in
the rabbit and cat, even though they lack a smooth pursuit
syst'em. The simplest explanation for this small rise is that
it
Ís due to the hypothet,ical st,abirization system
(Robinson, 19B1), mentioned. before.
Though man and monkey both have fast iniLial
18

rises in

oKN s1o\Àr phase velocít,ies, a srow rise is also evid.ent, in
the monkey (cohen et a1., i-g77) " This may be because the
pursuit system i-s more tightly coupled. to the optokinetic
system i-n man than in monkey. rt has been hypothesized that
the absence of a slow rise in oKN velocit,ies in man is due

to the predominance of the pursuit, system over the
optokinetic system , allowing an instant response to
decrease the irnage srip brought about by the opt,okinetic
stinuLation. This t,ight, coupling in man aIIows the instant
increase in slow phase velocity, but at the expense of
reaching lower optokinetic-Índuced slow phase velocities
than monkey, where a looser coupring of the pursuit system
from the optokinetic system aIIows the optokinetic system to
compensate for the pursuÍt system and. bring up the s10w
phase velocity. This could. explain the appearence of the
slow build-up of slow phase eye velocity in monkey as
opposed to none ín man (Raphan et a1., rg77i cohen et a1.,
1981). Differences in coupling have been suggested to be the
reason for the different peak slow phase velocities reached.
ïn man, they range from 60-100 degs/s, while in the monkey,
they range from r2o-2oo degs/s, sugigesting the pursui_t
system has less input int,o oKN in monkey than man, hence
allowing the more reflexive opt,okinetic system to have the
major Ínput (Raphan et aI., tg77 i cohen et aI., 1981).
More and perhaps stronger evídence suggests that the
pursuit system prays an important, role in opt,okinetic
stinrulatíon" The normal optokinetic test not, only records
oKN in the light, whire the subject, wat,ches the rot,ating
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stripes, but after a period of stimulation Ín the Iight, the
subject ís abruptry praced. in darkness and eye movements are
stíII recorded. for a period of t,ime. vrhat appears is a
nystagmus with beats which d.ie out over tÍme (in

terms of

slow phase velocity). This is carled optokinetic afternystagmus (OKAN) and has many characteristic properties of
its own that differentiate pursuit effects from opt,okinetic
effects.

D.

STORAGE TN THE OPTOKTNETTC SysTEM (OKAN).

L. The Practical Basis for

OKAN.

optokinetic after-nystagmus (OKAN) is elicited. after
continuous stirnuration of a fuII field. rotating visual
surround. rf contÍnuous stímurat,ion ís abruptly stopped with
sudden onset of darkness, oKN ís seen to cont,inue but, in a
decaying manner until there is no nyst,agmus left (Koenig and
Dichgans, r9g1). This after - effect is calred OKAN (FÍg.
2) " As there are no outside reference points in the d.ark,
OKAN is largely undetected by the individual. OKAN is not
present in the Iight,.
The practical basis for OKAN can onry be d.iscussed. in
terms of its interaction with the vestibuloocular reflex.
cont,inuous stirnulatíon by a rotating visual surround is an
unnatural situat.ion" rn naturar settings, this is usualry
accompanied by whoLe body or head rotat,ion as we]l,
20
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Flg. 2 . Example of oKN
oKÀN with a stirnulus of 20
OKÀN and
perlod of darknesÉ¡ _are and
represented by biack bar at top.deglsec.
Note
dinlnlshing
velocity (slope) of elow ihases as OKÀN progresses.

therefore stimulating the vestibuloocurar reflex (as it
senses head movement). Body rotation in light causes
nystagmus generated. by the optokinetic

system and. the
vestibuloocurar system to go ín the same direction as
rotation. Abrupt halting and onset of d.arkness alrows postrotatory nystagmus and OKAN to become evid.ent. post-rotatory
nystagmus occurs in the opposite directÍon to rotation, due
to the dynamics of the cupula (see 8.2. The stÍmurus for the
vestibuloocular Reflex) . OKA,N continues in the same
directíon as oKN. rt wouId. appear then that OKAN helps null
inappropriate post-rot,atory nystagmus, as they occur in
opposite directions. This wourd. give a more rearistíc view
of the world, âs rotatíon has stopped. Experimentally, these
conclusions have been demonstrated through the response of
monitored eye movements (Raphan et aI., irgTg).
The physiologicar basis for OKAN is perhaps harder to
understand oKÀN is complet,ely d.ue to a stored. phenomenon,
with storage of information taking place in neurons in the
brainstem. rt may be useful to go through a similar
sÍtuation occurring in post-rotatory nystagmus to better
appreciate OKAN. Here, there is also storage of information,
but the storage can be broken down into discrete parts, one
part being shared by OKAN.
Vest,ibuloocular RefIex.

The close alliance of the vestibuloocular refrex and
the optokinet,ic system is read.ily seen ín the presence of
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after-nystagmus and the storage of information in each
(Malco1rn and Melvirl Jones, rgToì Koeníg and Dichgans,
1981). All subsystems mentioned previously have been shown
to onry respond to direct ongoing stirnuli as far as is
known. The vestíbur-oocular reflex and the optokinet,ic system
go further than this.
Both these systems also have a

rerease of stored information when the stimulus is removed.
upon first analysis, the reasons for storage in postrotatory nystagmus may seem to be different from storage in
OKAN, but, on closer examination, there is one irnportant
sinilarity.
Post-rotatory nystagmus is caused by a d.eflect,ion of
the cupura in the opposite direction to rotation, but the
nystagmus generated lasts much longer than the mechanics of
the cupular movement, aIIow (Raphan et aI., l-gTg). The d.ecay
of the post-rotatory nystagmus has been welr defined. and.
described (Fernandez and Goldberg t
rgTr). ït can be
described by a mathemat,ical exponentíar d.ecay consisting of

three parts" Two of these parts, the elasticity of the
cupula and very fast rotation above 3.3 Hz, (the mechanics
of the system), contribute very rÍttle to the overall value
of the time constant of the decay. The time constant is the
amount of time it takes the exponential_ decay to reach a
varue l/e of its original starting varue. The cupula tirne
constant for the monkey is 8.7s, while the generated eye
velocity tirne constant is about, 12s (Fernand.ez and Goldberg.,
r97l). Most of the time constant therefore is not generated
by the mechanics of the system, but from another source.
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This source, which makes up the third and most important
component of the exponential decay originates from stored
ínforrnation in the vestibular nucleií.
The persistence of post,-rotat,ory nystagmus led
investigators to believe that the vestibular nucleii vrere
storing informat,ion based. on eye velocity commands, and.,
upon stimulation cessation, the storage was released in the
form of extended after-nystagmus. Evidence r,ras given
correlating the firing frequencies of neurons ín the
vest,ibular nucleii to the slow phase eye velocity d.uring
post-rotatory nystagmus (waespe et â1., rg77). Afferent
pathways from the semicircular canals to the vestibular
nucleií have long been known (Lowenstein and sand, L94o¡
Goldberg and Fernandez, rgTr), and numerous pathways from
the eye motoneurons to the vestibular nucleii have been
described (Precht I tg77).
one int,erpretation for the storage of information that
has long been held, is that in the unnatural situation of
optokinetic and vestibular stimulation, continuous rotation
in the light, causes the neural mechanism responsible for
afternystagmus to assume in the dark that when the body ís
set in motíon, it will remain in motion until acted upon by
another force (Newtonrs first law of motion). There it, would
continue to produce OKAN in the dark, but following Newtonrs
first law you wouldnrt expect it to decay since the law is
only true in a vaccuum (Rad.emaker and. Ler Braak, J,94g¡
Robj-nson , !981) . viewed in this wayr extended. vest,ibular
24

after-nystagmus and OKAN have very purposeful behaviours"

3. Storage and OKA,N.
Having seen how post-rotatory nystagmus is produced,
and the role of storage in the afternystagmus, it is easier
to berieve the reason for OKAN. Movíng visual fierds have
been shown to infruence vestibular nuclear units, and. their
firing frequencies have been correlated with OKAN (Henn et
â1., 1974) " Furt,her evidence that the storage of OKAN occurs
in the vestibular nucLeii comes from the abolit,ion of OKAN
by labyrinthectorny, which removes the organs of the inner
ear, or by lesíons rnediar to the medial vestibular nucreus
(cohen et â1., 1973; rreland. and. Jerr, r9B2), showíng that
the vestibular nucreii must, be fulry intact with their
connections in order for OKAN to be produced.. Lesions of
parts of the perihypoglossal nucleii (uemura and cohen,
1975) , or pretectum (Matsuo et, ar.,
1993), which are
int,imately connected with the vest,ibular system, also
abolish or greatly affect OKAN, but, not OKN.
The vector stored for prod.ucing OKAN is eye velocity.
velocity storage in the optokinetic - vestibular system is
an idea originated by cohen, Raphan and Matsuo (cohen et
â1., 1977; Raphan et aI., Lg77) | although the storage
concept has been in evj_dence for some length of tirne (ter
Braak, 1936). velocity storage is most clearly seen in OKAN,
but in the monkey and not in man, it is also seen in oKN
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inítiation where there is a fast and. then slow rise in oIo{,
while in man, there is only an initial jump.
Cohen et â1., (1977 ) showed that, in monkeys upon
stimurus cessation, OKAN had a fast inítiaI decline forrowed
by a more gradual decline in srow phase eye velocity,
approaching zero over 20-60s" They described. the slow
declíne by an exponential decay with a characteristíc time
constant" They also demonstrated that the slow rise in slow
phase eye velocitÍes in the monkey upon stimulus initiation,
which had arways been thought to represent the optokinetic
input, couId. arso be described. by a time constant,. These
tÍme constants were shown t,o be the same, and hence it, was
concruded by them that both were due to the same storage
mechanism, or a modelred integrator. Further evid.ence
supported the finding. upon bilateral labyrinthectorny, OKAN
T¡/as l-ost and oKN slow phase eye velocities were irregular,
and showed only a fast initiar rise with no slow rise
(Raphan et â1., 1977). Firing frequencies of neurons in the
vestibular nucleíi were found t,o follow slow phase eye
velocities during OKAN and oKN (lriaespe and Henn , LgTg) .
velocity storag'e was rater confirmed in man (cohen et â1.,
le81).
et a1., (1977 ) also gave evidence that, the same
modelled integrator v/as responsíbIe for OKAN and. storage in
the vest,ibuloocular reflex.
They showed: l) the tirne
constant of the two decays to be sinirar i 2) if directional
assymetries v/ere present in one, they were present in the
other; and 3) if OKAN was habituated by repeated.
Raphan
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stírnulation, the vestibuloocul-ar reflex ü/as also habituated
in a similar manner.
These above concrusions Ied Raphan et âr., (rg77) to
formalize a mathematicar model for OKAN, oKN and. the
vestibuloocular reflex.
This model is similar to one
described by Robinson, (1981), which we wirl present. As we
are novr only concerned with optokÍnetically
mediated

effectsrwe r¡¡it1 disregard. the input of the vestibuloocular
reflex"
4. Modelling of

OKAN.

conceptually, it is useful to formulate a mod.er and
working hypothesis to offer expranations for behavior shown,
and make predictions
to guide future research.
cohen et aI., (1977 ) forrnulat,ed a mathematical mod.el capable
of producing the characteristics of OKAN and oKI{ previously
described for the monkey. Though the moder is basically
valid, another was chosen to be d.iscussed. other mod.els have
been proposed with basic sirnílar st,ructures (colIewijn,
1981i Robinson, 198I).
For this discussion the Robinson, (1981) model will_ be
discussed. Figure 3 diagrams the hypotheticar Robinson 19g1

model. Basically , t,he system has an input of the visual
world through the eye that takes two separate pathsi a
direct pursuit path and an indirect path through the
modelled integrator (s) (which produces OKAN). The paths
rejoin after different processing mechanisms to give an
27
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Flg 3. Roblnson
(1981) model of the neurar mechanism
responslble for , producing
oKN and oI(AN. sallent
features are s, _thã lntegrÃtor
."rpãnslbre for oI(ÀN and
the undet,ermïned puRsuró component
(after Roblnson,
1e81)
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output, (E), which is eye velocity in the

head..

The basic concept in the moderling of OKAN is the
íntegrator (Raphan and Cohen, t9B1),
Brief Iy,
it,s
characteristics a1Iow it to store a rcharg.er from visual
stimulatíon by the moving optokinetíc image (eye velocíty)
that is released in a manner that can be descrj-bed by a one
component exponential decay having the equation:
Y=.A'.-o'
where A is the initial var-ue of the decay, and L/b is the
time constant of the decay t ot amount of tirne needed to
discharge the integrat,or to a Ievel A/e, and e ís the
natural logarithm.The moder is currently based. on one
integrator having one tirne constant, but recent, evidence has
shown the possibíIity of one integrat,or having more than one
time constant (Waespe et al., I98S)
The input, to the system is (w - c), or velocity of the
visual wortd minus the velocity of the eye in space
following the moving visual world (Fig 3) " This gives (e), a
ret,inal error srip signar that accumulates in (s), the
storage integrator, or splits to go through the pursuit
path. From (s), the signal changes to an eye velocÍty
command (HoL) and appears in the vestibular nucreii (vn).
From the vestibular nucleii, the eye velocity comrnand. from
the storage íntegrator (s) meets wíth the pursuit component
and sums to form (E), the eye velocity command. in the head.
The transfer funct,ion between retinal slip (e) and. the eye
velocity command (E) is characterized. by a gain (coL) and. a
"
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long tine constant (Tokur) which accounts for OKAN. Feedback
(fb) is then Ínitiated from the eye velocity command (E) to
the storage integrator (s). This is due to the finding that
fixation during OKAN can inhibit OKAN and d.ischarge the
integrator (cohen et â1., rg77) " The eye verocity command in
the head (E) is then processed into the eye velocity in
space (G), which feeds back to the input (w), the velocity

of the visual world. switch (s1) removes all retinar input
in the dark to arrow evidence of OKAN. A non-linearíty f(e)
is present to split the actual visual signal. This is to
accomodate the finding that two integrators and systems are
hypothetically responsíble for OKAN in different, directj-ons.
cohen et a1., (1977 ) found that the tine constant in the
rightward and leftward directíon in the monkey had different
varues. This 1ed then to conclude that two int,egrat,ors v/ere
present. Thís finding was supported by JeII et aI., (1994)
in man. They shov¡ed. that habituation of OKA,N on one side did
not affect the other. rf the same integrator v/as responsibre
for OKAN on both sid.es, habituat,ion on one side wourd be
evident on both síd.es. As this would d.uplicate the model
from f (e) down, one síde is shown for sirnplícity. rt, is
unknown what route the pursuit pathway would foIlow.
Thus is presented the Robinson, (1981) model of the
optokinetic system, the main features being Èhe storage
integrator (which is hypotheticalry responsible for OKAN),
the pursuit pathwâyr feedback to the storag.e integrator and
OKAN, and feedback to the visual world and. OKN.
Though the model has stood in it,s basic form for some
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I a nev¡ controversy is cropping up that needs to be
addressed. The pursuit system is known to have an input to
the optokinetic system, but, its exact nature is unknown. New
evidence is presented that appears to give the pursuÍt
system a separate hypothetical storage integrator ín OK.A,N,
thus perhaps changing the basic nature of exísting models to
include the two storage integratorsi the existing one and
one possíbIy involved with the pursuit pathway.
tirne

5.

One component

vs. two component decav in

OKAN.

rt has been noted that oKN and OKAN are produced by two
possible ínputs in the foveate animal, namely the pursuit
input, and an optokinet,ic input (ter Braak, rg36i cohen et
â1., 1977,1981; Dubois and colrewijn, rg79). The presence of
two components is seen by the ínitial fast and later sl_ow
rises and falls in oKN and. OKAN in the monkey (Raphan et,
â1., 1979) " Further evid.ence for two inputs is given by the
demonstration of two kinds of visual t,racking in opt,okinetic
stirnulation. visual t,racking can either be foveal pursuit
(conscious tracking) or t,racking wíthout conscious effort,
termed rractiverr and rtpassiver tracking respectively by Hood
and Leech, (L974). An alert ind.ividuar may use either or
both mechanisms during optokinetic stimulation t,o produce
OKAN (Hood, 1967 ì
Brandt et â1,, rg74i cheng and.
Outerbridge, I97Si Dubois and Collewijn, IgTg; Collewijn,
r-e81).

Modelling of the optokinetic system takes into account
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the largely unknown hypothet,ical pursuit input, and the
optokinetic input (cohen et, a1., Lg77; Robinson, t9B1) . one
storage Íntegrator with one d.ecay is rnodetled. to fit the
slow decay seen in oKANr âs the initial
drop rìras not
perceived to contain a d.ecay. New computerized techniques
with bet,ter resolution than previous analysis have shown
that the fast initial d.rop in eye velocity observed. in OKAN
has a fast exponentiar decay. ZasorÍn et â1., (19g3)
described human OKAN to rhave a fast initial decay followed.
by a gradual decriner¡. simÍIar f Índings vrere d.escribed by
JeII et al., (1983 , rgg4) who proposed. a two exponential
decay equation to d.escribe hurnan OKAN. This equation is in
the form:

-bt
-dt
Y=Ae
+Ce
where A and b would describe the fast initial_ d.ecay, and c
and d would describe the rater srow decay. using non-linear
regression analysis and reast squares method curve fit,
they demonstrated. a better curve fit for OKAN with a two
decay equation than a one decay equation (JeII et â1.,
1983). with the above evidence, this Ied then to propose
that the two component decay of eye velocity ín OKAN could
be caused by two separate mechanísms, one due to the
hypothet,ical pursuit input and. the other d.ue to the
optokínetic input.
on the basis of the above information, ít would. be very
tenpting to attribute one of the two OKAN d.ecay components
to rractiverr tracking,
and one t,o rpassiverr tracking
i2

mechanisms, corresponding to a d.irect, pursuÍt, (cortícal)
pathway (JeII et â1., 1984), and an ind.irect, optokinet.ic
(subcortical) pathway (ter Braak, 1936i cohen et al., rg8t;
Hoffman et a1.,

.

rf this were the case, the d.irect
pathway wourd be expected. to demonstrate the short time
decay component for rapíd acquisition and holding of the
target, (Jell et â1., 1985) . pure pursuit responses have
been demonstrated to have storage effect,s, and, have been
modelled containing one storage íntegrat,or (EEckmilreer,
1981). what reration thís has to OKAN has not yet been
LgBz)

determined.

Ìl

SÎORÀGE TN THE PURSUIT SYSTEM

storage in the pursuit system is a relatÍvely new id.ea.
Mitrani and Dinitrov | (rg7}) were among the first to give
evídence for storage in the pursuit system. using human
subjects, they demonstrated a decaying eye movement aft,er
disappearance of

a tracked, horizontally-moving spot, of
foveated light, (Fig 4) " sirnilar evidence sras given
j-nadvertently by Eckrniller and Mackeben, (1978a) for monkeys
and Bahil1 and McDonald, (1983) for man. Bahirl and. McDonal_d
T¡Iere interested in zero-Iatency tracking of a sinusoidally
moving spot. of light,, the trackíng movement being the
theoreticar output of an lrinternal pred.ictor mechanismr.
Diagrams of their eye movement record.ings clearry showed
decaying eye movements after d.isappearance of the tracked.
spot,. Becker and Fuchs, (198b) similarry dernonstrated in
JJ

Fig 4-

Mltranl and Dinitrov, (rgz}) demonstratlon

of a
decaylng . eye- movernent (depiciÉea'as ai . T is the target
notlon,E.ls the eye movenenl intentÍonãiry
T.
Appearence and dlsappearence of roveârarspiacãä'rro,
right
,;;¿r;
deplclted by on anä- off respectlvery. s"b1eàts were
lnstructed to_-flx-a polntl[tr=ere tñe Ilght was to gó on, then

forrow 1t," veroclty of llght was rr]¿
Mltranl and Dlnltrovl :'ITB) "
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d,egreesf

sec (after

pursuit of a disappearing moving target.
Decaying eye movement responses after offset
of
stimulus in natural systems indicate the presence of an
integrator (Raphan and. cohen, rggr).
The above evidence
gives support for a hypothetical pursuit integrator, which
has been incorporated into models of the pursuit system
(Eckrniller, r9B1). The reratíon of the pursuit integrator
to the optokinetÍc system has not been determined. one
attempt was made to rerate a pure pursuit generated d.ecaying
eye movement to OKAN.
Muratore and Zee | (1979) described
another pursuit, aftereffect in an atternpt to elÍcit a
pursuit response similar to optokinetic stimulation. using a
horizontally moving dot that was projected in a repet,ítive
sawtooth ramp pattern that ericited eye movements much like
oKN, upon cessation of st,irnulation in the dark, they
produced a decaying eye movement aftereffect that looked.
somewhat like OKAN, which they called pursuit afternystagmus. They fitted this d.ecaying after-effect with a one
humans continued

component decay (Muratore and

zee, rgTg) . Jell et, al., (1984)
v/ere abre to fit a two component, decay with a very sma1l
fast decay component and a normal slow decay component to
their data. The expranation of this phenomenon is uncertain,
and its reration to either pursuit or oKN models is unknown
at, this time.
Eckmj-11er, (1981) presented a mod.el that may largely
explain most of the above j-nformation. Modelling of the
pursuit system is at a rud.irnentary stage, and. bears little
resemblance to the known neurophysiology (Robinsonr lggl) . rn
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this

case, it

is useful to hypotheticarly integrate the

above information"

The Eckniller moder, (198r) is presented. in figure 5.
visuar movement ínput is through the pursuit area at top
(fovea), which is dívid.ed into reft, and right halves. The
signal then goes through a spatio-temporar translator, which
ís a hypothetícar set of neurons that converts the rar¡r eye
posítion error signal to an acceleration signal. The signal
leads to the velocity predictors, which d.eal with changes in
eye velocity. From the spatío-temporal translator, the
signal splits to two opposing velocity predictors, which can
account for prediction i-n eye movements in the pure pursuit
experiments. The signal conÈinues from each velocity
predictor to take two paths. one is d.irectly to the pont,ine
retícular formation neurons (pRF), which carries an eye
position signal plus an eye velocity signal in one dírection
onIy. The other goes indirectly to the pRF via a storage
integrator that is responsible for the storage and release
of information. From the pRF, the eye signal goes to other
systems and reaches the opposing eye muscles (Fig s). The
storage integrators and velocity predict.ors are opposing
since they are assumed to work in a push-pull relationship
to minimize position error of the targetr so the target will
stay foveated" They both have separate interconnections for
reciprocal inhibition to maintain constant eye velocity in
reration to a smoothly moving target (Eckmi11er, rg8r).
Evidence from Muratore and zee, (Lg7g) cannot, be placed in
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Fig 5. Ec}cniller, (1981) noder of the
mechanism
responslble for producing pursuit movements neurar
and decays (after
Ec)cnilÌer, 19Bt) .
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this schemer âs ít has a decay aore like OKAN.
rt must be stressed. that much of this pursuit mod.el
presented, unlike the optokinetic mode1, has unknown
neurophysiological parallers (Robinson, 19Bt). The relation
of the Eckrniller, (l-ggt) model to the OKAN model, if êDy, is
unknown at this time.
There is also the possibility that the generated.
pursuit eye velocity decays in the afore mentioned.
experiments may have been due to the pursuit of a d.ecaying
afterimage on the ret,ina. Tracking the afterimage of a
moving object on the fovea, which is stationary on the
retina, has been shown to elicit pursuit eye movements
(Helrwood and churcher I LgTl-í steinbach and. pearce
, 1972¡
Yasui and Young, 197s). An afterimage reflects the continued.
photoreceptor act,ivity to visual stimulation following
termination of the stimurus: as a rule,
more intense
stÍnuration generat,es ronger afterimagês, which eventuarly
fade (Leguire and B1ake, r9B2). There are two types of
afterimages (or visible persistence). Type 1 is a visible
response that continues beyond stimulus offset, which is
judged as a subjective offset (ie. the subject cannot judge
if he is looking aL a real stimulus or its positive
afterirnage).
rt
decreases in length with increasing
luminance. Type 2 ís a fading sensory trace somet,imes
visible as a weak aft,erimage (ie. the subject is av/are of
seeing an afterimage). rt i-ncreases in length with
increasing luminance and. follows Type 1 aft,erimages when
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present (Brindley, 1959). since afterimages are capable of
eliciting pursuit movements, it may be possible that the
decaying eye movement was due to a Type I fading afterimage.
-A's the afterimage becomes ress apparent, the pursuit eye
velocity courd. concurrently d.ecay to zero. This type of
afterirnage effect would be unperceived by the individuar.
Afterinages have been report,ed. with luminances as low as 6
ed¡mz (ueno, r9B3). strong room lightíng has ruminances of
16 ca/mz (Ruch and patton, 1965) .
The possible prod.uction
of pursuit, decays by afterimages needs to be addressed.
E.

NEUROPHYSIOLOGY OF THE OPTOKTNETTC AND PURSUTT SYSTEMS.

1. Neurophvsiolocrv of the Optokinetic

Svstem.

The neurophysiological studies vrere carried. out in the
rabbit, cat, rat and. monkey. some species differences do
exist as noted, but the general neurophysiology is assumed
to hold true for all"
The optokinetic system has been described as the
indirectr or subcortical pathrday. This is because processj-ng
of the optokinetic signal is independant of the visual
cortex and has been well mapped in the brainstem (Robi_nson,
1981). Direct connections with the optokinetic system have
been shown to exist Ín the brainsten with the vestibular
nucleii. other connections from the vestibular nucleii-,
though, do lead to the cortex.
The optokinetic input, signal e is represent,ed by the
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discharges of direction-selective cells in the retina
(oyster et â1., r97z) " The signar then may be carried by
some of their thín-axoned, sIowIy cond.ucting I,ü -cells (stone
and Fukeda, r974) " The most important destination for these
signals for the optokinet,ic syst,em is the nucleus of the
optic tract (Nor) in the pretectum (colIewijn, 1925).
stinulation of the Nor produces vigorous nystagmus in the
rabbit (coIlewijn, rg74). From the Nor, the signal passes
through the nucreus ret,icularis t,egmenti pontis (NRTP) to
the vestibular nucreii (vN). Lesions of the NRTP greatly
reduce or abolish oKN and. the response of the vN (cazin et
â1., 1980). Alternate pathways d.o exist through both
crimbing fiber and mossy fÍber activation to the froccurus
(Maekawa and Takeda, rg77), and. are relayed. from there to
the vN by purkinje cerls (rto I rg77) . cerebelrectomy,
however, does not greatly affect optokinetic responses in
the rabbít (collewíjn, rgTo), although it d.oes abolish
optokinetic responses in the monkey (westheimer and. Blair,
l-973) " These findings show species differences clearly do
exist, and confuse the issue of the relative functions of
the brainst,em and cereberrar pathways (Robinson, rg8r) .
The optokinetic signal shows up as an eye velocíty in
the vN (Dichgans et ar., rg73) , and from here projects to
the eye motoneurons. The cells in the vN respond. to
optokinetic st,inulation (Henn et al., rg74). The optokinetic
signal may project t,o eye motoneurons by alt,ernate routes,
but this hypothesís remaíns unproven (Robinson et ê1.,
i-981) " Bilateral labyrínthectomy in man ( rreland and. Je1I,
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1982) and in monkey (uemura and. cohen, rg73) blocks OKA,N but
not oKN (zee et a1. , J.g7 6) . This could. be d.ue t.o the input

of the pursuit system in monkey and. man in oKN.
consequently, after labyrinthectomy, pursuit nystagmus
during optokinetic stinuratíon can stilr occur (Zee et âr.,
r976a). rn the rabbit,, labyrinthectomy d.oes abolish oKN
(collewijn, r976) , arthough some remnant nystag:mus is seen
that could be due to the hypotheticar stabilization system
(Robinson, r98r). From the vN, the eye verocity signal then
g:oes to the oculomotor nucreií, where it is converted to an
eye position signal (skavenski and. Robinson, rg73) , that
reaches the eye musculature.
Pursuit

The hypothetical pursuit system has been described as
the direct, or corticar pathway. This is because the pursuít
eye movements have known effects on the vÍsual cortex. The
pursuit system though Ís not soIely und.er control of the
cortex. subcortÍcar (brainstem and cerebelrar inputs) are
important too.

The input to the pursuit system ís presumably retinal
image slip, which is detected by direction-selective ceIls
in the visual cortex in the parietal lobe (Lynch et ar.,
L977). some selection process must take place that decídes
which retinal slip belongs t,o the target and whích does
not, as the smaller srip is due to the object being pursued,
and the larger slip due to the non-moving surround. one
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strategy to red.uce the selection time may be to track first
v¡hat Ís on the fovea, and. ask questions later (Robinson,
1981). The signal from the retina to the cortex is carried.
by the retinostriate pathway, which is generally assumed. to
be essential for foveal pursuj-t (Robinson, rg76) . very
lit,tle is currently known about sÍngle unit, activity during
pursuít eye movements (Eckmi11er, 1981i Robinson, 1981). A
number of additional representations of the retina in the
cortex other than the prirnary visual corLex have been found.
(van Essen I 1979). Their purpose is unknown. There are
dírect, project,íons from the fovea to the superior
col1icu1us, which so far seem to play a minor role in foveal
vision (cowey and. perry, 1980). stirnulatíon of regions above
Lhe midcollicular levels in alert anÍmals have faired. to
elicit
pursuit (Bend.er, tg62) . stimulat,ion of the
cerebellar hemispheres (Ron and Robinson, rg73) and. the ppRF
(parainedían pontÍne retÍcular forrnation) (cohen and.
Komatsuzaki, r97z) which is found in the brainstem, only
produces pursuit,-1íke movements.
cells that appear to be d.irectly rerated. to pursuit eye
movements are found in the flocculus. There, some purkinje
cells ín the alert monkey modurate theír discharge in
proportíon to gaze, velocity in space (Miles and Fuller,
1975). cerebellecLomy aborishes pursuit, in monkeys
(vüestheimer and BlaÍr, l,g73), and vestibulocerebelrectomy
interferes with it (zee et, al., 1978) . rt ís presumed that
the gaze Purkinje cells inhibit celrs in the vestÍbular
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nucleíí, because it is welr known that, the froccurus
projects there (rto, 1977), but because cells in the
vestibular nucleii do not respond to pursuit ned.iated.
Purkinje activity as predicted, it is uncertain where the
gaze Purkinje ceI1 axons go (Keller and. Kamath, 1975).
rn the pons, ceIIs have been found just, ventrocaudar to
the abducens nucleus that carry a discharge rate
proportional to pursuit eye velocity
(Eckrniller and
Mackeben, 1978b). These celrs do not modulate duríng the
vestíbuloocular refLex. These celrs could carry the pursuit
velocity command and. could be related to gaze in the
Purkinje cel1s (Robinson, 1981).
F.

OUTLINE OF PROPOSAL.

JeIl et â1., (1984) described a two component, decay
moder for OKAN. They proposed that the first component
courd be due t,o the pursuit input in OKAN. This thesis
present,s the results of an atternpt t,o elicit a pure pursuit
response and decay Ín man in a sirnilar manner to that, used
to generate OKAN. The pursuit decay is compared with the
fast decay of OKAN" The following steps v/ere taken:
1) A pursuít decay was elicíted. repeated.ly in each of a
series of human subjects and the possible effects of an
afterimage on the decay v/ere investigated. A decaying
afterimage could elicit pursuit eye movements in the form of
a decay. pursuit Ì¡¡as ericited at three separate light,
intensities. pursuít, and pursuit decay parameters ü/ere
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compared

to see the effect of d.ifferent light intensities

on

each.

2) A si-ngle exponentiar decay curve !/as fit, by a
computer program to each pursuit decay at a single light
intensity.
rts parameters r¡/ere then compared. to the
parameÈers of the fast d.ecay in OKAN that had been sirnirarly
fit by a computer program.
3) OKAN was elicited ín the subjects and. a standard
double exponentÍal curve v/as fit to the OKAN decays (JeIl
ê1., ]-984) OKAN has much intersubject variability and in

attempt. to reduce this variabÍIity,
pursuit decays
compared to the corresponding OKAN decays r¡¡ithin
subj ect

et,
an

vrere
one

"

4) Pursuit decay parameters were compared to the fast
decay paramet,ers of OKAN within one ind.ividuar.
5) Resurts in terms of the pursuit, moder and OKAN mod.el
were discussed"
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METHODS

A.

EXPERIMENTAL POPULATTON.

There were eight human participants in this experiment,
ranging in age from 22 to 31 years. None had any known

history of vestíbular or visuomotor d.isorders. Three of
these subj ects t¡/ore correctíve lenses.
Three subjects, two mares and. one femare, part,icipated
in the PURSUTT rNTENSrry (afterimage) experiments. These
consisted of three pairs of pursuit triars at three
different LED right. intensities Ín the dark. Each trial
consisted of 1 minute of pursuit stinulation, equalling 13
pursuit events in aII.
FÍve subjects, one mare and four femares, participated
ín the PURSUTT sruDy (comparison of pursuit and. fírst,
component. of OKAN decays). rt, consisted. of four pursuit
trials consisting of 13 20 pursuít events each triar. This
v/as followed after a 5 rninute rest period by three oKN
OKAN control trials.

B.

EYE MOVEMENT RECORDTNG

-

EOG.

HorÍzontal eye movements v/ere record.ed using standard.
dc-electrooculography (Eoc). ThÍs method is most suitable
for measuring eye velocity and approximate eye position
(schlag et aI., r9B3) . Ã, stand.ard. Beckman non-polarizable
erectrode T¡/as applied to the outer canthus of each eye and
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on the nasion for monitoring of horizontal eye movements.
The Eoc Ìiras ainplified and recorded using a N
3ot ïcs
standard electronyst,agmograph. pursuit testing began after a
30 mín stabilization period and dark adapt,ation with red
light, (Gonshor and Malcolm , LgTr) | at which tirne the
subj ects sat in a d.entar chair and. mad.e themsel_ves
comfortabre. The head was supported. on an occípital rest and
restrained with a velcro band.. Before the beginning of oKN oKÀ'N t'estÍng (which followed. pursuit testing)
, the subj ect
vras ]íght adapted for 5 rninutes while remaining in the chair
(Ruch and patt,on, 1965) .

Horizontal eye calibrations lüere performed. with a board
at eye level and 1 m in front of the subject,. The
calibrat,ion board had operator controLred. light emitting
diodes (LEDs) at center (o degrees) and. at zo degree reft
and right posítions. center was determined by the alignment
of the fixed dental chair and the subjectrs position.
The
LEDs could be fricked on one at a t,ime by the operator. The
subject was instructed t,o rook at each LED as it was turned
on" The purpose of the calibration board was to calibrate
the EoG signar from the subj ect t,o a known scar-e.
calibrations rÁrere performed before and. after each trial
in
the pursuit and OKN-OKAN testing.
All eye movements v¡ere disprayed on a rectirinear chart
recorder, and stored on FM magnetic tape (Hewlett packard
Model 3960)

"
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C.

DESCRTPTION OF PURSUTT APPARÄTUS"

Four equally spaced red LED preparat,ions r¡¡ere mounted
at' eye level on the insid.e of a black curtain r2o cm in
height and roo cm in d.iameter, hanging from a horizontal
hoop and forning a cylinder. The hoop courd be rotated by a
dc electric motor in the leftward. or rightward direction
around its vertical axÍs. The motor was powered by a
variable - voltage regulator por¡rer supply. Ðrag of the
curtain, determined by the vertical orient,ation of the LEDs,
v¡as not noted when the curtain was rotatíng,
Red LED. vrere chosen to optiiníze foveation by
stimulation of the red sensitive foveal cones by a pinpoint
source of light (Noorlander et âI., 1983, Nygaard and
Frumkes, r9B2) . LED preparation consisted of fÍrst cutting
the top off the rounded LED to as close to the light
ernítting element, as possi-bIe, and then sanding it smooth
(Nygaard and Frumkes, 1982). The LED was then mounted on a
small piece of erectrical hobbycraft board in series v¡ith a
200 K resistor. A plug was attached to the back and the
preparation was painted flat black. A hole o.o7 cm v/as
drilled in the center of the LED to allow light, through.
This subtended an arc of o.l3 degrees on the fovea of the
subject 30 cm away. The inner fovear pit of the human eye
subtends an arc of o.s d.egrees (Daveson, 1976). The LED
preparation was then taped to the inside of the curtain with
a smaIl hole in the back of t,he curtain to arrow projection
of the plug and attachment of the pov¡er wi_re. LED
preparations were mounted. at 90 degree intervals around the
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circumference of the drum.

Figure 6 diagrams the apparatus controlling the LEDs.
Power was supplied to t,he rotating LEDs from a power source
with a range of I 12 v. power vras monitored by a d.c
voLtmeter" voltage output corresponded to drum velocity.
Power v¡as fed through a wi-re to an assembry above the
rotatíng curtain. This assembly contained. 4 statÍonary
spring-loaded brushes with ind.ívid.ual variable resistances
placed in hard plastic. power was transrated through the
st'atíonary brushes t,o 4 metaL slip rings mounted on a hard.
fiberglass disk fixed in position with the rotating hoop.
Each brush and slip ríng fed. power to an ind.ividual_ LED
through a wire. A matched. input of I.gv was fed. to each LED,
which corresponds to an intensity of around. 0.027 mcd.
The power to the individuar LEDs was controlled by an
automatic switching infrared ernit,ter/detector d.evice. A
discrete stationary infrared. 1Íght emit,ter/detect,or source
was mounted above the rotating fiberglass dÍsk. The infrared
emitter/detector vras positÍoned so refrect,ion of the
discrete infrared. beam from the emitter off the disk
activated. the detector and switched on an LED. The di_sk was
painted black to make ít opaque to the infrared light, beam.
Reflection of the light, beam was accomplished by pieces of
reflective tape. The rad.ial length of the tape deterrnined.
the amount of time one LED was switched on" only one LED
could be on at a time. switching was accornplished by an
el-ectronic switching circuit.
Four pieces of tape
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and

corresponded to the four LEDs. Leftward and^ rightward

rotations had their o\Àrn separate tracks and. infrared.
enitter/detector sources. Absolute correspond.ence of tape to
LED was accomplj-shed by one índex marking resetting the
switching mechanism every rotat,ion. This arso mad.e sure that
at each rotation the r..,ED was activated. in the same place
relative to the subject. An ind.ex marking ind.icated one
rotation" rt had its own infrared emitter/detect,or system as
described above. This mad.e three infrared. ernitter/d.etector
devices in all, mounted. beside each other on different
tracks. one v/as for the index marking, sígnifying one
rotatj-on and resetting the switching component of the LED
system" Two were for swÍtching the LEDs on in a consecutive
manner one at a time consistently in the same place, one of
which was for the leftward and. the other for the rightward.
direction.
This assembry arso had. an ambient light
detector, which detected the amount, of right present in the
room.

The infrared ernitter/d.et,ector assembry was st,ationed
above the disk at, 330 degrees (o d.egrees is d.efined. as the
line drawn from the center caribrat,ion light to the center
of the rotating spindle on which ís attached. the hoop and.
disk). Radial lines were drawn every to degrees across the
hoop and disk. o , 90, r8o and 270 degrees on the disk
corresponded to the position of the four LEDs on the
curtain. A 30 degree span of the reflective tape on the disk
corresponded to a 30 degree activation of the LED it
controlled when that tape was under the ínfrared emitter/
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detector
assembry.
The disk,
hoop,
infrared
enitter/detector assembly, ca1íbration board. and. the dental
chair on which the subject, sat were fixed in place rerat,ive
to each other (Fig 6) "
rndex markings and LED on/off markings v¡ere recorded on

one channer of the rectilinear chart recorder and. FM
magnetic tape recorder. rndex markÍngs rá/ere recorded as
double rectangular pulses of equar height, with one of short
and one of long duration. This indicated. one revorution and
the order of the pulses (1ong - short or short
long)
indicated the direction of rotatíon. Between the index
markings were four pairs of purses (spikes) correspondíng to
the four LEDs. pulses (spíkes) in the same direct,ion as the
index corresponded to an rLED on, signal (reflective tape
appearing to the detector), and impurses (spikes) ín the
opposite d.irection to the ind.ex corresponded to an LED off
signar (non
reflective portion after a reflective
portion). rntervals between an on/off pair correspond. to
periods of darkness. LEDs courd. be switched off by a swit,ch,
inact,ívating the controller mechanism. This would leave only
the index marking on the recordj-ng. Room Iight, off hras
indicated by a gross shift of the ind.ex trace in a direct,ion
t,owards the index.

D.

PURSUTT STTMULUS"

Pure pursuit Ì¡¡as induced by lights
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on

rotatíng

curtaín, similar in manner to the ind.ucement of oKN - OKAN.
Four red LEDs were mounted at eye level on a black curtain,
equally spaced at 90 degree íntervals around. the inner
circumference, and. were turned on and. off in a consecutive
manner. Pursuit experiments r¡¡ere carried out in cornplete
darkness in the rightward direction only. pursuit was
induced over a 30 d.egree arc at a speed. of approximatery zo
degrees/sec. This combination had been d.emonstrated. to
elicit
good, continuous smooth pursuit eye movements
(Takahashi et â1., 1983) . LEDs v/ere switched on at 330
degrees and switched off at 0 d.egrees (center) . This
corresponded to a taping on the d.isk for the 0 d.egree LED
from 330 degrees to o d.egrees. rnd.ividual activation rÀras
determined by indivídual spans of reflecti.ve t,ape under the
infrared ernitter/d.etector assembly. For this 3o d.egree span,
the LED v¡as cont,inuously on and. moving t,oward.s the right.
Each LED turned on at, 330 degrees and off at 0 d.egrees one
at, a tÍme, resurting in a cycle in which an LED was on for
1.6 sec followed by darkness for 3.2 sec. Duríng periods
between pursuit events (one activation sequence of each
LED) , the subject was in complete darkness. At 20 d,eg/sec,
13 pursuit event,s equal I minute of stimulation. After 13
20 pursuit events, all lights rüere switched. off and the
subject was in total darkness for 30 seconds. (For subject
instruct,ion, see F.EXPERIMENT.A,L PROCEDURE) .
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E"

OPTOKTNETIC STTMULUS

A standard optokineLic method. was ernployed to induce
oKN - OKAN (JeI1 et ar., r9B4). oKN - OKAN was induced by an
internally lit optokinetic curtain made from a white cloth
curtain with 2 d.egree black vert,ical stripes at each lg
degree interval.
The curtain was 120 cm in height and loo
cm in diarneter.
optokinetic testing was conducted. at a velocÍty of zo
degrees/sec. This speed was chosen to match that of the
pursuit st,imulus. optokinetic stirnuration consisted. of
approximately ro sec of darkness with the curtaÍn rotating
followed by I min of curtain rot,atíon in the right. During
optokinetic stimulation, the subject v/as instructed to
follow the individuar black and white stripes one by one as
they crossed hÍs field of vision.
OKAN v/as induced
irnnediately after oKN by abruptly sr,uitching off the lights
in the room, placing the subject in darkness for 1 min.
DurÍng this tírne the subject was instructed. to look straight
ahead, and, to ensure alertness, instructed t,o count back
from 200 by z rs mentalry. He was encouraged. to not move hís
head and to keep alert in this period. of tirne A,r_l
"
instructions were given to the subject príor to each test.
Three separate optokinetic triars were performed. Before and
aft,er each trial an eye movement calibration was performed.
Befween each trial a S min rest period was given.
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F.

EXPERTMENTAL PROCEDURE.

1. Pursuit Intensity Series.
This set of tests was to determine if the pursuit
g'enerated decay (Mitrani and Dinitrov, rgTe) was due to the
afterimage of the LED on the fovea. The stimulus was a red
spot of light at 3 intensities seen in the dark. The
hypothesis was that if the pursuÍt aftereffect, (pAE; ie.
pursuit g:enerated d.ecay) was d.ue to an afterimage of the LED
in the dark, measured pAE parameters would change with
different, LED intensities, because a stronger, and. hence
longer lasting afterímage would resul_t from higher intensity
stirnulii.
LED intensities were changed by applying plastic
neut,rar density filters
(Roscorux F stop 2t F stop 3)
between the subject and the LEDs. Fílters were taped onto a
removable helmet placed on the subject,

spanning his

fierd

of vision. No visual def icít due to the f ilters r^ras
reported. Filters could be changed quickty by taping and
untaping. The LEDs r^rere illurninated. with r.gv, correspond.ing
to approximately 0.027 mcds throughout arl tests. Three
different intensíties were used. Highest intensity was the
LED with no filter;
rnod.erate intensity v/as with the neutral
density filter
of F stop 2, correspond.ing to a ].4z
reduction in the luminancei and low intensity r¡ras with the
neutrar density filter of F stop 3, correspond.ing to a 2gz
reduction in the luminance. All intensities u¡ere easily
visible to the eye.
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Three subj ects r¡/ere used f or thÍs seríes. They h¡ere
dark adapted in red light for 30 min while EoG electrod.es
r,/ere applied. subjects v/ere instructed at this time. They
were told to look straight ahead when no ]ight, was visibre.
when a light became visibre on their left,, they r¡¡ere told to
pick up the light and foIIow the light. when the light went
off around center, they were tord to look straight ahead and.
count backwards from 20 by Irs srowly to ensure alertness.
During the testing, they r/ere t,old to keep alert but
relaxed.

This PURSUTT rNTENSrry series consisted of 6 pursuit
tríars in all. The actual testing was conducted. in the dark.
Trial I was with no firter, t,riar 2 and. 3 rn¡ere with filter F
stop 3, triar 4 and 5 were with filter F stop z I and trial 6
was with no filter.
Each triar consisted. of 13 20 pursuit
events, (one minute equal to 13 pursuit event,s), followed by
30 sec of darkness, where the subject was requested. to look
straight ahead and keep aIert.
Eye calibrations r¡¡ere
performed before and after each triaI,
with a 1 min rest
period in between triars. Length of test was L hour.
rnvestigator had contact with subject, only when the firters
were applied.

2. Pursuit Study Series.
This set of tests v/as to determine if the pursuit
generated decay was due to the output of the same neural
integrator as the fast decay in the two component mod.el
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proposed by JelI et aI.,

" The pursuit stimulus
r^ras a red spot of light seen in the dark. LED intensity r¡¡as
kept at 1.8vr or approximately 0.027 mcd. A one component
decay v¡as fitted to the pursuit decay. The oKN - oKÃ,N
stimulus was the stand.ard ful1 fieLd rotating curtain. A
standard two component decay was fitted to the OKAN data.
Five subjects were used for this series of experiments.
They were dark adapted in red. Iight, for 30 min while Eoc
electrodes r^rere applied.. rnstruct,ions to the subjects were
sirnilar to those given in the puRsurr rNTENSrry series,
except that, they v¡ere told t,o look where they last, sa'¡r the
light when the light went off around center. subject
protocol was changed. in thís manner to get a smoother pAE
without contamination of saccadic eye movementsr âs had been
found in the puRSUrr rNTENsrry series. This approach r¡/as
quite successful and d.eemed adequate for our purposes.
The seri-es consísted of 4 pursuit trials Ín all,
followed by 3 oKN - OKAN trials.
Each pursuit trial
consísted of 13 20 pursuit events, ín an atternpt to get as
many smooth decays (pAEs) as possÍble. After pursuit
testing, subjects T¡/ere given a s min light adaptation and.
rest period. During this tirne, the LEDs v/ere unplugged, the
black curtaín taken off and the optokÍnetic curtain put, on
the hoop. The subjects were then instructed. on the oKN
OKAN testsr âS described before. Lengt,h of t.esting v¡as 1 r/2
(1983t1984)

hours.
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G.

EXPERTMENTAL ANALYSIS"

1. Pursuit Intensity Studv.
A number of different parameters v/ere analysed in the
PURSUTT rNTENSrry series. They were analysed. off the raw and
differentiated chart record from the rectilínear chart
recorder by hand for each pursuit event" A1t endpoints used.
v/ere easily discernabte. The parameters analysed. rüere:
1) PrcK-up LAG - the amount of t,irne for the eyes
to swing to the left and pick up the LED after it appeared.
This T¡¡as measured from the LED on ind.ex mark on the chart to
the first large saccade used by the subject for picking up
the LED.
2) PURSUTT TIME - the amount of tÍrne the eye
pursued the LED whire the target was on. Measured
horizontally from the fírst largest saccad.e to the LED off
index mark.

) PURSUTT DEGREES - the number of d.egrees the eye
pursued the LED while it was on. Measured verticarly from
the lowest, point of the first largest saccade to the point
where the LED off índex intercepted. the pursuit movement.
4) PURSUTT spv - The srow phase velocity (pursuit
velocity) of the eye while it was tracking the LED. Measured
by the angle of the pursuit movement.
5) PAE (TIME) - the amount of time the pursuit
aftereffect, (PAE) was in effect from the LED off index rnark
to the commencement of the first saccade.
6) PÀ'E (DEG) - the number of d.egrees the pursuit
3
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aftereffect (pAE) was in effect. Measured vertically from
where the LED off index mark intercepted. the pursuit
movement to the farthest eye movement.
These parameters v/ere analysed. for intensity effects and

habituation effects wit,hin one intensity.
2. Pursuit Study.
i) Pursuit Analysis.
Different parameters from the PURSUIT INTENSITY series
were analysed in the pursuit, study. The main object of this
analysis was to compare the pAE decay to the first component
of the two component OKAN decay fit,. For this reason¡ ân
exponential decay was fítted. to the pAE in much the same üray
as in OKAN.
A computer program r¡/as set up to analyse the puRSUrr
sruDY data and fit an exponential decay curve to the pAE.
Data from the FM magnetic tape was fed through an anarog-todigital converter into a Hewrett-packard Mod.el 9836 Desktop
computer. Each trial with calibratÍons was fed. in separately
at a 5 msec sarnpling rate and analysed. separately. Two
channers $/ere fed int,o the computer. channer I contained the
EoG eye signal and channer 2 gave the lights on, lights off,
and index marking sÍgnal. The signar was smoothed. two tirnes
with a 5 point moving average having the equation:

Y'(t)

=
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smoothing was done to reduce the background. noise of
the signal.
rnteractive
processing began with
data
the
calibrations. Iss of the calibration EoG signal before and
after
each triat v/ere displayed consecutively on the
computer screen. operator controlred moving horizontal
cursors were fixed to define the upper and lower (right, and
left) eye movement calibration volt, signal of each. The
values were averaged between the two calibratj-ons and the
rest of the data v¡as converted into degrees.

rndividual pursuit events were displayed consecutively
on the screen" Raw pursuit events T¡/ere picked. up by the
lights on signal and a 4 second epoch of d.ata was displayed.
after the lights on point. A vertical rine from the lightsoff sÍgnar was also disprayed on screen, showíng where the
LED went off in time. This occurred approximately 1.6sec
after the LED appeared.
Pursuit event,s could be d.iscarded by the operator. The
selection criteria hrere based upon the best raw smooth and.
consistent pursuit events. The least number of events chosen
in a pursuit trÍaI was 7 out of 13, the most was 13 out 18.
The selected ravr events were then d.ifferentiated. to
give velocities and. then consecutivery displayed. Distinct,
peak eye velocities T¡rere removed as being anomalous eye
movements or gross saccadic eye shifts.
operator controlled
moving verticar cursors courd define the beginning and. end.
of removal"
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A decay curve was then fitted to the pAE. The singre
exponential decay curve vras fitted in the formr y = A exp (Bt) using conventional rinear regression analysis. start of
the decay could be d.efined by a vertical moving.cursor by
the operator. placement of the cursor hras helped by a
display on the screen of a number that gave the displacement
of the cursor from the lights off poínt. The cursor had an
accuracy of 4 msec. The endpoint of the decay was fixed at I
sec after lights off. At this point,, the decay had. ended.
Three criteria hrere used to place the start of the decay,
since some decays appeared to start at some point after the
lights off point. A signal processing time has been
described (Rashbass, 1961; Robinson, rg6s) | of which the
best estimate is l3o msec (Robinson, 19g1). Decay analysis
I^/as therefore carried out 3 tirnes on a pursuit event; once
wíth the decay start at O sec (lights off point); once with
decay st,art at 130 mseci and once with d.ecay start at the
operatorrs estirnation of where the d.ecay appeared to begin.
The average spv (slow phase velocÍty of the eye
movement pursuing the red dot) of the pursuit movement v/as
determined by placing a horizontal moving cursor through the
median differentiated spv points of the pursuit eye
movement. statistics of each pursuit event were then printed.
out givíng A, B, T (tirne constant = l/B), t2 (correlation
coefficient of scatter points), light,s out time and decay
start tirne.
upon conpletion of one pursuit trial,
selected events
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were sho\^rn superímposed over each other. selected. events
v/ere then meaned and. displayed. as a raw signal with one
standard deviation. The mean pursuit event v/as then
differentiated. The same procedure as d.escribed above was
then carried out on the differentiated mean event. Data
could then be reprocessed to discard more selected events,
or new data could be input.
iÍ)

oKAN Ana1ysís.
OKAN

was analysed from the raw and. dÍfferentiated chart

recordings. Graphic record.íngs of OKAN v/ere raid upon a
Houston Hipad graphics tablet,, serving as a d.igital input
device to the Hewlett packard 9836 Desktop computer.
caribrations lrere used. to average the data in a similar
manner to that of the pursuit analysis. start and end. points
of each slow phase were selected. by the operator and
coordinates dígitized and. fed into the computer. curved slow
phases v/ere approximated. by 1ínear segments. srow phases
!/ere gradually fed in frorn the light-out point untíl the
slow phase velocíty became indistinguÍshabre from ze:ro.
Lights out point (beginning of OKAN) !ì/as also fed ínto the
computer. Data was stored. on computer dískette. From these
data, it r¡ras possíbIe to plot cumulatíve displacement
against slow phase number, and. to prot the slow phase
duration against t.irner âs well to determine the statistics
of the slow phase durations and fit a curve t,o the d.ecay of
SPV"

compufer programs had been written for
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analysis.

Non-

linear regression analysis of each OKAN decay was carried
out usíng Marquardt,ts procedure (MarquardL, 1963) to obtain
estimated parameters by re-iteration for an equaÈion of the
form y = A exp (-Bt) + C exp (-Dt) , d.escribing the two
component OKA,N decay process (JeI1 et âr. , l_983 ì rg}4) .

cumulative qaze displacement during
plotted.
H.

OKAN

was computed and.

EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS

Two experimental contrors on the equipment were
carried out. one (control l) v¡as to deterrnine the
consistency of the computer program used to analyse and. fit
the decay to the pAE (pursuít aftereffect).
Known values
h¡ere fed into the program to synthesize a normar pursuit
event, with A = 19"99 deg/seci B = 4.OOi tc(time constant) :
.250 seci t2 = r.0oo. This pursuit event was d.ifferentiated
to give decay values of A = 19.89 d.eg/seci B = 4.OO; t =
.25o seci t2 = r.ooo; rights off time = 1.6 sec; and average
SPV ( slow phase velocity) = 2 O . OO d.eg/sec. The other
(control 2) was to determine the amount of inherent noise in
the system. one pursuit trial was run wíthout a subject
hooked up to the EoG channel. rnstead., the EoG input l¡ras
shorted. Recordings for two rotations r¡/ere made with the
LED power on.
The computer program Ì\ras used to analyse the
results.
rnstead of a curve fit to the shorted EoG signal,
the mean x value of the signal was given with the stand.ard.
deviation and high and low values.
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T"

STATISTTCAL ANALYSIS.

Analysis of variance (ANovA) split
plot d.esign
procedures were ernproyed to examine the various hypotheses
in the thesis. split, plot, procedures were employed. to study
each factor within the d.esign independ.ently and. compare any
interactions between the factors. where necessary, anarysis
v¡as perf ormed

by a student t-test " The stud.ent I s t-test, was
only employed for comparison of the pAE decay fits with the
OKAN first component d.ecay fíts,
where non-homogeneity of
variances Ínvalid.ated ANOVA use (Cohen, 1965).
For the puRSUrr rNTENSrry series, two hypotheses \^rere
t'ested. The first hypothesís was that decreasing the
pursuit light intensity in the dark would. change the pAE
parameters, demonstrating that the pAE decay v/as d.ue to an
afterj-mage. Pursuit parameters v/ere sirnilarly investigated
to demonstrate that an adequate range of Íntensities in this
experiment had been chosen to elicit
a change in pAE
response by a subsequent change in pursuit parameters. The

statistical
design was that, two triars consisting of 13
pursuit events had been d.one at each of the 3 intensities.
The two trials v¡ere consid.ered. as replicates.
ANovA was
between intensitíes, between events and between subjects.
Bartlett's test, with a chi squared statistic ascertained. the
varidity of reprícation by testing for homogeneity of
variances between the replicates.
The second hypothesis tested. in the puRSUrr rNTENSrry
series was that repeated. exposure t,o the pursuit stirnuli
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caused a decrement in the parameters stud.ied.

This second.
hypothesis was tested only on parameters found to be
significantly different, between intensities in the intensity
analysisr âs a non significance between intensities (and
between trials)
supports a lack of effect of repeated
exposure. Further repeated. exposure effects were only
looked at in IntensiÈy lt NO FILTER. The two trials d.one at
this intensíty \À¡ere trial l and tri-ar 6, the first and last
trials of the experiment. ANovA analysÍs was given between
trials,
between events, and between subjects. A posteriori
hypotheses regarding possible changes between individuals or
grouped means r¡/ere tested using the muIt,iple comparison test
(Soka1 and Rohlf, 19BI).
For the puRSUrr sruDy series, two hypotheses hrere
tested. The fírst hypothesis was that repeated. exposure to
the pursuit stimuri caused. a d.ecrement in the parameters
studied. Repeated exposure involved Trials 2 | 3 and 4 out
of 4 trials.
Each triar consisted of 7 chosen events. The
events were chosen on the basis of showing smooth pursuít of
the target.
seven events v/ere chosen to a11ow a bal_anced
ANovA. Data from trial 1 was not used.r âs it was thought to

represent more variability
due to first exposure to the
stimul-us. ANovA was between trials,
between events, and.
between subjects.

The second hypothesis tested in the puRSUrr sruDy
series was that pursuit generated decay and the first
component of the oKA,N decay \,\rere similar.
A t-test vras
ernployed to test significance in the parameters A and. r/B
64

between the two populations. Three pursuit, trials were
compared to three OKAN trials.
In this instance, ANOVA was
invalidated due to non-honrogeneity of variances (Cohen,
le6s).
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RESULTS

A.

PURSUTT INTENSITY SERIES

1. Analysis of Effects of Light rntenqity on the pursuit

and.

PAE Parameters

Two typicar pursuit events of this series are shown ín
fígure 7. The top trace shows the eye movements while the
bottom trace shows the rights on and. off signal. on the
first event are superimposed rines to show how the actual
measurement of the different parameters \iüas accornplished..
Parameters r-4 are the pursuit parameters and parameters 5
and 6 are the pAE (pursuít aftereffect) parameters. pursuit
events at al-l Íntensities looked símilar, and. foll_owed the
same course" The subject was looking straight ahead. in the
dark when a rotating LED turned. on at 30 d.egrees to the
left of the subject (fig. 7) " The offset, of the eye trace
represents the subjectrs center gaze as compared. to the
absorute center of the chart strÍp.
After a 25o-soo msec
delay (Parameter r. pfcKUp HG), the eyes s$¡ung' quickly to
the left and with a corrective saccad.e, fixated the Iight,.
The eyes followed the LED to the right until it was turned.
off at center (measured by parameters 2. puRSUrr rrMEì 3.
PURSUTT DEGREES i 4. PURSUIT sPV). At this poínt, the eyes
contÍnued to move to the right in decaying fashion, until
after 250-500 msec and a 4-6 degree movement (measured by
parameters 5. PAE TÏME and 6. pAE DEGREES respect,ively),
this movement was halted by an abrupt saccade to the left as
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the subject brought his eyes back to where he thought center
was. The subjectts eyes then continued to drift towards the
right in the d.arkness after the LED r¡/as off . Further
corrective saccades to the left were sometimes needed. to
reposition the eyes at center. The subject was ín darkness
for 3.2 seconds before the next LED appeared at 30 degrees
to his left " LEDrs r¡rere on for 1. 6 seconds. Eyes d.id not
drift more than 8 degrees to the right after the LED went
off. subjects reported. that the LED vras easy to pickup and
foIlow, and that when the LED went off it appeared that it,
suddenly went behind a curtain.
subjects Ì¡/ere unaware that
their eyes ri/ere drifting right and being corrected. Most
pursuit events vrere like the first event. The second event
shown demonstrates an event not used. in analysisr âs it
shows an anomalous eye movement, after lights off.
Neither
of these events show anticipation of the rights oD, which
would have been demonstrated by an eye movement before the
LED appeared.

Table I shows the results of the effects of d.ifferent
light intensíties on pursuít and pAE paramet,ers over 3
subjects. values given are means and. standard deviations.
overall, as the Iíght intensity is decreased, t. prcKUp LAc
increases (3so-48s msec) whire z. puRsurr rrME (r.36-1.2
sec), 3. PURsurr DEGREES (22.4-r8.5 degrees), and. 4. puRSUrr
sPV ( 19 . 0-15. 3 deglsec) d.ecreases. pAE parameters 5. pa,E
TïME (313-361 msec) and. 6. pAE DEGREES (4.5-5.0 degrees)
affected by a decrease in the right intensity"
Trends are
not obvious as the means are summed. over 3 subjects, and
6B
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485 +

F Stop-3

Fllter
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Pursuit

Time
( sec)

+ .I2

summed

1. 21

1.33 + .11

1.36 + .11

2.

over 3 subJects

18.5 + 2.8

23.2 + 2.'/

22.4 + 2.7

Degrees
(des)

3 . Pursuit

PURSUIT PARÀMETERS

2,O

15.3 + 1.8

17.2 +

19.0 + 1.5

(deglsec)

SPV

4 . Pursuit

97

361 + 101

313 +

95

Tl¡re
(nsec)

PÃ.E

PAE

33I +

5.

PITRSUIT INTENSITY SERIES: EFFECT oF
DIFFERENT
LTGHÎ INTENSITTES ON PURSUIT AND PAE PARÀMETERS

I r.^r, and standard
devlatlon

J.

Filter

385 +

350 + 901

Lag
(nsec)

1 " Pickup

2. F Stop-2

Filter

1. No

INTENSTTY
LEVEL

TABLE 1"

Degrees
(des)

PAE

5.0 + 1.5

4.5 + I.2

5.1 + I"7

6.

PÀRÄMETERS

therefore are not taking ínto account intersubj ect
variability.
Tabre 2 gives ANovA results of the effects of different
light intensities on the 4 puRSUrr and. 2 pAE parameters,
taking into account the intersubject variabirity.
There
r¡/ere signif icant ef fects on the pursuit parameters r-4, (p <
.001 each) but no significant effect on pAE parameters s and
6 between light intensitíes .on pursuit, parameters r-3,
there were significant effects (on 1., p < .0I;Z p < .05 and.
3ì p
intensities, but no significant effects on 4 and. the pAE
parameters 5 and 6.
rntersubject variability
was
significant, in parameter 2 (p
Bartlettts
test for non-homogeneity of variances in
replicates r¡ras not significant, in any parameters. rt is
concluded that in this experiment, the pAE (pursuit
aftereffect) was not due to a decaying afterimage, and that
there was a wide enough range of light int,ensities t,o ericit
changes Ín pursuít parameters, but not concurrent changes in
the aftereffect parameters.
Analysis of Effect or
Intensity Events.
¿.

l(e

ated

Ex

Pursuit

Repeated exposure to pursuiL stimulÍ wÍthin one
intensity was only looked at in parameters found to have
significant effects between intensities, as non-significance
between intensities wourd indicate that repeated exposure to
pursuit stimuli was also not signifÍcant.
pAE parameters s
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PURSUTT INTENSTlY SERIES:
ANOVA SPLTT PT,OT ANÀLYSIS OF
DTFFERENT LIGHT ÏNTENSITIES ON PURSUIT AND PAE PARÀMEÎERS

1. Pickup
Lag

2,

2. Between p<.01
Events
113
3. Between NSl

I:22

1. Between
Intenslt,ies

ÀNALYSTS

ANOVÀ

TABLE

and 6 showed non-significance in the intensity anarysis, and
lrrere therefore excluded. Table 3 gives the means with

standard deviations and ANovA resul_ts of pursuit parameters
r-4 between trials I and 6 in intensity r:
No FTLTER. The
only significant effect due to repeated exposure was bethreen
tríals on parameter 4 (p < . 05) . Ar1 other ANovA anarysis
(between trials
on parameters r-3 and. between events on
parameters r-4) were not found to be significant, except for
intersubject variability (parameter 1, p
between trials

of parameter 4: PURSUIT SpV (p
multípIe comparisons test \Àrere carried out to see if the
decreases v¡ere progressive or random. one was between
events withÍn each triar (r and 6), to ascertaÍn íf there
$¡ere significant differences wíthin a trial (significance p
(events 1-r3) to deterrnine which events v/ere significantly
differenÈ (significance in event 9 p
of the above resurts, habituat,ion to repeated. exposure to
the pursuit stimuri v¡as concluded. not be have any effect on
pursuit parameter r-3 and pAE parameters 5 and 6, and to
have minimal effect on parameter 4.

B.
1.

PURSUTT STUDY SERTES

Anal

is

of

PVAR Deca

Pursuit Parameters.
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17.3 + 1.3

18.7 + 1.7

(deglsec)

4 . Pursuit

INTENSITY SERIES: EFFECT OF REPEÀTED EXPOSURE TO
ON PT'RSUIT PÀRÀIìIETERS WITHIN TNTENSTTY 1' NO FTLTER

377 +

PITRSUIT
STTMULUS

ÀNOVÀ

Means

Trial

Means

Trial

ÀNALYSTS

TABTE 3.

A typicar pursui-t event of this series ís shown in
fígure 8 (subject Lw). rig. BA shows the raw eye movement
and fig. BB shows the d.ifferentiated eye movement. rn arl
figures, the LED appears on the subjectsrs left (-30
degrees) at o second.s, and. rotates to the right, at zo
deg/sec, where it disappears (d.ashed line) at center (o
degrees) at approxírnately 1"6 seconds after appearence. The
tracÍng shows the subjectrs eye movements. rn the raw eye
movement (fig.
8A), the subject is Ínítialry
looking
straight ahead ,and after some d.eIay after the light goes
oD, makes a saccade to his left to fixate and folrow the
Iíght.
when the light is switched off, the subject looks
where he last saw the light, and. an ensuíng decaying eye
movement fo110ws until the eyes corne to rest.
The eye
movements in general vrere smooth. Figure gB shows the
differentiated plot of figure 8A. Each d.ot represents a 5
msec sampling of the differentiated. eye movement. The
horizontar line represents the median pursuit slow phase
velocity of the eye movement,, which in thís case $/as 19.89
deg/sec (fig 88). The one exponentiar curve fit to the
decay after lights off is shown by the fitted. line to the
eye movement. rn fig. gB, the decay was started. at 130 msec
(P130) after líghts off.
The equation of the line is given
bel-ow the curve fit,, with A, the initial varue here being
19.52 deg/sec and B = 2.76. The time constant r/B is .362
sec and 12 = .473. The differentiated eye signal was found
to be quite noisÍey, a fíndíng siroilar to one made by
Zasorin et aI., (1983).
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Fj-gure 9 shows the three d.ecay fits to the single
pursuit, event shown in fig. B. FÍg. 9A d.epicts the decay fit
at lights out (at the vertical line; pO), fig. 98 is the
decay fit starting at 130 msec after rights out (p130) and
fig. ec is the decay fít, starting at, the investigatorrs
estirnat.ion of the decay start from the d.ata (PVAR; here
equal to 150 msec) " All comparisons of decay fits will
follow this protocol. comparison of the decay fits here
illustrates the plausibirity of any of the decay fits
describing the curve. The p0 fít,
although appearing to
extrapolate over the median pursuit sLow phase velocit,y,
looks to be within the range of the scat,ter of the pursuit
velocity.
The pr3o and pVAR decay fits appear t.o be Iittle
different from each other. The best, fit, (being defined. as
the decay curve wíth an A (initial) varue closest to the
medían pursuít slow phase verocity), here is the pr3o decay
fit,
with A : I9.8S d.eglsec (pursuit velocity = ].g.Sz
deg/sec). comparison of 12 values between different fits
(P0; Pl3or PVAR) cannot deterrnine best, fít because the ,2
values are deterrnined by the number of points, which are not
necessarily the same in the three fits.
Figure 10 shows the consistency of the pursuit events
and PAE (pursuit aftereffect) within one triar from the same
subject (Lw) used in fígures B and 9. Fig. 10A shows eíght
events from one triar superirnposed over each other. Fig.
108 shows the mean and standard deviatj_ons (dashed lines) of
the eight events. Figure tr shows the three decay fits of
the mean pursuit event. in figure 10. The decay fit.s (A. po;
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B., P130; c. PVAR = 75 msec) here further irlustrate the
uncertainty of whích is the best fit.
The pvAR fit here is
the best decay fit (A=20.04 deg/sec; pursuit velocity =
19.68 deg/sec) .
Littre difference is apparent between the
PVAR and P130 fit.
The po fit, appears not to be plausible
here.

Tabre 4 compares the means and. standard deviations of
the parameters measured in the three decay fits within a
subject, as well as the general parameters of DECAy srART
(of the PVAR decay), puRSUrr spv and. GAÏN (of the pursuit
movement). upon comparison, little d.ifference between decay
fit measures of 1/B and tc of po, p13o and pvAR were found.,
indicating that the tirne constant is unaffected by the start

of the decay fit,"
Mean 12 values changed. rittre
between
decay fits.
Parameter A, the init,ial value of the fit, d.oes
show some dif ferences in means between the d.ecay f it,s.
The
mean P0 rÄr value (mean = 2a.35 deg/sec) is different from
the P130 rAr varue (mean = L7.72 d,eg/sec) and the pvAR rAr
varue (mean : 17.97 d.eg/sec) , though the p0 rAr value is
within the standard d.eviation of the rAr varue of the other
two. The Pr30 rAr varue and the pvAR rAr value are very
sinilar, and upon examination of the DECAY srART (mean = l-26
msec), it, becomes clear that boLh decays started. at about
the same time after the LED was ext,inguished. The mean
PURSUTT sPV v/as zr.4o + 2.rz deglsec and the GAIN of the
system was 1.104 + 0.090. From the above data, and from the
indívidual pursuit event data, it was concluded. that: 1)
there is little difference between the pvAR decay fit and.
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TABI,E
DECå,Y

4"

OF 3
OF PURSUTT DATÃ
COMPARTSON

WTTH

FrT

1. s"L.
PO

4

.82

3"

D.F"

22"24 + 4. 18

22.29 + 5.77

orP

15"27 r 5.00

14"56 +

PVÀR

2L"78

t

4"76

16"61 + 3.58

16.60 + 5.31

PO

3.153

I

0.952

3.675

+ l_. 100

PI3O

3.569 + 1" 382

3"336

1.214

PVÀR

3.538

t

1"348

3"705

t
t

4"631 1 1. 190
4 .664
1.4s5

1. 113

4.960

+

t.57

o

.352 + o" 139

0.305

0

o

.328 + 0.1_37

0"343

PVÀR

o

.323

Po

PI3

(sec)

,2

2. A.K.

5"31

22.48 +

0

(deglsec)

r/B

t

27 "98

Pl3

_

P\iU\IIÍETERSI

GENERÄ,L

SU&TECr

PÀX.åMETERS

.4,

FITS (P0, P130, PVAR)

DECåY

po

I

0.126

0.304

t

4

t
t

o. l.42

o.239

+

o.074

0. 166

o

.239

t

0.081

I

0. 148

o

"225 + 0.081

o. 635 + 0"I10

o. 548 + 0.131

o"422

Pt30

0"548 + o" 121

0"408 + 0"185

0"323 + 0. 156

PI/AR

o. 545 +

0"468 + 0. 128

o

DECÀY PVÀR
sÎå,RT

o

"L20

145 + 88

91+61

.352

+ o"L39

+ o. 144

118 +

82

(nsec)

PURSUIT SPV

22

CAIN

1.187 + 0"073 ,1.208

(deg/øec)

"83 +

1" 46

22

"72 +

1" 16

+ 0.

134

20.69 + 3.27
.1"

096 + o. 068

!€an and standard devlatioltg srrrnñed over
all pureult Events
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TABLE 4"

COMPÀRTSON

OF

PURSUIT

(coNrINUED)
DECAY

oF 3 DECAY FITS (P0, P130, PVAR)
DATA WITH GENER.A,L PÀRÀMETERS

FIT

MEAN

4

5" A.P.

L.I^i.

t

5"21

24.43

0

19.2r

+

4.47

17"81 1 4.06

PVAR

18.54

t

3

L7.26

I

3.672 1 1. 320

3.427

+ o

4. 009 + r.7 46

3.500

I

pI3

(deglsec)

BPO
PI3

0

"2L

+

5.12

2.9r

4.tI2

3"633 + 1. 007

Po

0.309

I

o. l-30

0.308

0.309 + 0.138
.287 +

1.396

0. 099

0.081

0. 117

0.519 + 0.121

0"126

0"422 + 0.150

0"116

0"438 + 0.125

0.302

+

PO

0"511 + o. 111

0.480

P]-3 0

0"450

t

0"160

0.383

PVAR

0"441 + 0"L19

0"385

t
t
t

142 + 85

1.4I8

0.312

139

DECÀY PVÀR

1. 141

+ 0. 111
0.306 + o.I24
o.288 + 0. 115

o

STÀRT

I
t
t

t
t

PVAR

0"

77"97 + 4.65

3.813

1. 9l_9

(sec)

.77 + 6.43

1.026

t

0

17

3.712

4"23l-

PI3

24.35 + 6. 16

"786

PVÀR

(sec)

r

"

25"06

ÀP0

r/B

OVERÄ,LL

SU&TECT

PARÀITETERS

I35 +

0.071

70

o. 303

126 +

77

(nsec)

PTIRSUTT SPV

19"39 + 3.4I

GATN

0.980 + 0.171 1.051 +0.051

(deglsec)

82

21.38 + I"28

2]-.40 + 2.L2

1.104 + 0.190

the P130 decay fit,
and the pl3o decay fit was the best
representation of the pAE as it was better defined than the
PVAR decay (ie.
discreet start) and had previous
justification (signal precessing time : 130 msec; Robinson,
1981); 2) The p0 decay fit did not adequat,ely describe the
decay curves because Ín rnany cases, high A values indicated

an extrapolation of the d.ecay fits beyond the actual data.
Therefore the p13o decay fit v/as chosen as the best
representation of the d.ata and. lras used for further
analysis.

This does not ínvalidate the decay fits of p0 and pvAR.
some data appeared to start their decay at p0, but more data
crearly showed an extrapolation of the curve fit.
This is
illustrated in figure 12 and 13 by a mean of ten events
within a trial with subject sL. rig.
12A gives the
superimposed. rav/ movement whire fig.

128 gives the mean

event with standard deviat,ion. Fig. 13 gíves the threedecay fits (4. POr B. P130; C. pVAR = 150 msec) for the mean
pursui-t event in fig. ]-2. Fig. r3A (po f it) clearly
indicates extrapolatíon of the fit,
and is not the best fit
to the data. The other two fits (8. p13o and c. pva,R) are
not clearly indistinguishable from each other" A clear
example of a pvAR decay fit (pven = 230 msec) is given in
fig. 14 and. t5 for subject Ap. Fig. 14A gives the rav¡
pursuit event and fig. 148 gives the overall preferred pr3o
fit.
Fig. 15 gives the three d.ecay fits (A. po; B. pr.3o; c.
PVAR = 230 msec). Fig. l-5c clearly shows the start of the
decay to be much later than r3o msec, yet the pr30 decay
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fit,

as defined. previously, is the best fit,.
Analysis

of Effects of Rer¡eated

Ex

sure on P130

Deca

.t,'1ES.

Table b gives the means, overalr means with stand.ard.
deviations and. A,NovA analysis of repeated exposure to the

pursuit stimulus.

This analysis shows that repeated
exposure had no effect on the pursuit parameters studied.
Tría1s 2 | 3 and 4 were only anarysed for repeated. effectr âs
these trials h¡ere onry used for further anarysis agaínst the
three oKN - OKAN runs. Four parameters v/ere studied. ArI
triar means in the decay fit, parameters (A and r/Ð and the
generar parameters ( puRSUrr spv and. GAIN) were within one
standard deviation of the overall means (A = l_6.s7 d,eg/sec;
I/B = 0.296 seconds; PURSU]T SpV = 21.35 d.eq/seci GAIN :
1.090). ÄNovA results between triars and. between events in
all parameters were not significant in repeated exposure to
the stirnulus. rntersubject variability was not significant
in PURSUTT spv, but was significant at a lever p < . oo1 in
paramet,er A. Repeated exposure to the stimulus had no
effect on the pursuit and pAE response.
3. Ana1ysís of

OKAN

parameter.

A number of parameters lvere stud.ied in OKAN. Table 6
gives the means and. standard. d.eviations of these parameters
within each subject and. the overall means.
The first
component of the two component decay had initial values A =
t1

ö

\o

æ

3

Trlal

^mean
'Ns a

I

p < .001

NS

of 5 subjects
not signlflcant

BETWEEN SUBJECÎS

A,NOVÀ

BETWEEN EVENTS

ANOVA

BETWEEN TRTALS

å,NOVA

NS2

16.57

Overall

Mean

15 .32

16.54

17.85

(deglsec)

À

I/B

sec)

.296

,299

NS

NS

NS

o

0

0.311

0.279

(

EFTECTS OF REPEÀTED EXPOSURE
P13O DECÀY FTTS ÀND GENERÂL

ON

4

Trla1

2

5.

Trial

TABT,E

NS

NS

NS

2I.35

2I.7I

2L 47

2L.45

(deglsec)

PURSUIT SPV

PURSUTT

srrMULrl
PÀTÀMETERS'

p

NS

NS

1.090

1.108

1.090

1. 098

GAIN

PARÀMETERS

PTTRSUTT

PURSUIT

10

o

\o

6.

18.88 + 2.91

À

(deglaec)
(

T/B
eec)

6.05

0.797 + O.I27

Ir."n" and Btandard devtatlons over 3

tfEÀÌ¡

+
oKÀN

trtals

4.48 + I.83

4.18 + l.L4

5. À.P. 20.41 + 1.48

ovERÀLL 15.54

5.52 + 3.05

4. L.W. 16.95 + ?.27 0.870 + 0.069
0.690 + 0.026

4.54 + 3.79

1. 05

3. D.F. 6.20 + 4.31 0.933 + 0.022

.99 +

4.75 + 1.16

3

c

(deglsec)

0.750 + o.292

0.776 + 0.094

ORAII PÀRÀHgrERSl

2. À.K. 15.28 + 1.11

1. S.L.

SUBÍECI

TÀ8T,8

27,7 + 9,8

(deg)

CI,N'Í DISP

+ 2.73

24.I2 + 19.4

2I.52 + 7.90

20,o2 + 4.36

10. 18

14 .O

47.8 +

27 .''.Ì

43.1 + 12.3

59.9 + 31.0

23,7 +

54.71 + 28.29 84.8 + 24.3

14.16 + 6.90

T/D

(sec)

PÀRÀ¡{ElER

10

19

20

48 + 21

38 +

66 +

32+8

72+20

34 +

sP

(#)

#

+

o. 006

O.287 + 0.059

0.335 + 0.009

0.261 - o.o29

0.261 - 0.056

ö. 320

o.251 + 0.012

SP DUR
(sec)

15.54 deg/sec and r/B = o"797 seconds. The second. component
had ínitial values e = 4.48 deg/sec and L/D:24.12 second.s.

The cumulative displacement (total number of d.egrees
displaced by the eye) \^/as 47 "B degrees, the number of srow
phases (#sr¡ Ìüas equar to 48, and the slow phase duration
(SP DUR) v/as equal to O.ZB7 second.s.
Intersubj ect
variability
was somewhat high, but all values fall
within
normal ranges described by JelI et al.,
Comparíson of
Component Decay

P130 Deca

(1983)

Parameters and

.

OKAN First

Fíts.

The object of this study was to compare the pursuit
generated decay (pAE) r,¡ith the first component of the OKAN
two component deay. Tabre 7 gives the means with stand.ard.
deviation within one subject, and. the overall means of d.ecay
parameters A and L/B in the pr3o decay and. the OKAN first
component decay" The overarl parameter rAr mean in the p13o
decay fit was 17.77 + 6.43 d.eg/sec, compared to 15.54 + 6.ob
deglsec in the OKAN first component decay fit.
The overall
parameter 1/B mean in the pr3o d.ecay fit was o.z9z + 0.120
seconds, compared to 0"797 + "rz7 seconds in the OKAN first
component, decay f it.
A t-t,est was performed. to d.etermine

statisticar
significance of the resurts as varíances \^/ere
unequal, invalidating split plot analysis. Resurts were
not significant (p > 3.35) for A and significant at a level
p

different.
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ro

N

À

(deglsec)

1

+ 6.43

À

(deglsec)

0.

131
6

+ 4.31

28 + 1. 11

"20

15.

summed

over

0.292 + 0.120 15.54 + 6.05

0.301 + 0.104 20.4I t 1.48

1 0.146 16.9s + 7.27

1 0.07e

+

66 +_ 0. 094

T/B
sec)

t

0.022

pursuit and OKÀN

0,797 + 0.:.27

0.696 + 0.026

0.870 + 0.069

0.933

0.750 + o,292

o .7

(

PÀRÀMElERS

OI(AN FIRST COMPONENT

P13O DECÀY PARÄMETERS WITH
COMPONENT OI(AN PAR.AI.ÍETERST

t 0.142 18.88 + z.sr

and standard deviatlons
trials respectlvely

mean

I'fEÀN

OVERÀLL 17.77

5. A.P. 17.81 + 4.06

0.300

4. L.W. ]-9.2I + 4.47

0. 317

0.231

15.27

3. D.F.

+ 4.80
+ 5.00

14"56

I/B

(sec)
0.328

TWO

PARÀMETERS

PURSUIT

PURSUIT Pl3O

OF

FTRST COMPONENT OF

COMP^ARISON

22.48 + 4,82

7.

2. A.K.

1. s.L.

SURTECT

rÀBLE

EXPERTMENTAL CONTROL ANALYSIS

1.

Fit program.
Thís anarysis was to look at how accurately the
computer program represented the pursuit event and fit, the
decay curve. Figure t6 ilrustrates the synthesized pursuit
event. Fig. 164 depicts the raw event based. upon a zo
degree pursuit event decayÍng at tine zero with a tirne
constant of 0"25 seconds. Fig. 168 depicts the po decay fit
and fig. 16c depicts the pr3o d.ecay fit.
parameter values
for the event (A = 19.89 d,eg/sec; B = 4. OO ì I/B: .2SO
seconds i t2 = l.ooo) determined by the cornputer program v/ere
in agreement with the synthesized values. A varue of 12 :
1.000 indícated a cornpletely accurate fit.
Fig. 16c
illustrates
a p13o decay fit that is a poor representation
of the dat.a. Even though the fit is good. (r2 = l.ooo), the
fit, is not the best, fít because Ã, = rl.Bo deg/sec does not
approximate the puRSUrr spv = 20.00 deglsec. [he time
const,ant (tc) and B varue were the same ín both fits.
we
concluded that the computer decay fit program accuratery
represented the data.
2.

PAE Computer Decay

NO

EOG Signal Control.

This anarysis was to look at how much noise was in the
eye signal and processing system. Figure 17 illustrates the
No Eoc input. The signal was fLat, and biased by +2.g0
d.egrees. Fí9. 178 gíves the differentiated signal in the
same scale as shown in the differentiated. pursuit events.
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This illustrates the rnagnitude of variability of the sígnal
as compared to the pursuit event. Fig. r7c gives an
expanded differentiated signal.
This illustrates
the
variability
of the sÍgna1. The average velocity (spv) v/as
less than 0.01 deg/sec. The positive peak velocity was
+1.858 deg/sec, the lowest was -r.985 d.eg/sec, with a
standard deviation of +0"6473 deg/sec. ThÍs ind.icated an
absolute range of about 4 d,eg/sec, and a standard range of
about 1.3 deg/sec. we concluded. that, an error of +0.65
deg/sec is the experimental error in the measurement, system,
and did not interfere with our experimental results.
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DISCUSSION

A.

ANALYSTS

OF

EFFECTS OF LIGHT INTENSTTY ON THE PURSUTT

AND PAE PARAMETERS

our results show that luminance has effects on human
smooth pursuit but not on the pAE (pursuÍt aftereffect).
As
the luminance is decreased, the reaction time is l_onger and
the amount of tirne, number of d.egrees, and eye velocity with
which the target is viewed are reduced.
similar luminance effects on pursuit of a sinusoidal
target have been reported by I,riheeless et ê1. , (Lg67) .
conflicting evi-dence that luminance only affects reactíon
tine, and not overalr pursuit characteristics, has been put
forward by winterson and st,einman., (r97g) . lriheeless et
â1., (L967 ) attempted. to look at foveal pursuit of photopic
(cone vision) and scotopic (rod or night vision) target,s,
and found differences between luminances on gain between
photopic and scotopic pursuit and within the range of the
photopic st,imulus. vüinterson and. steinman | (rg7}) argued
that ín wheeless, (1967) | the decrease in pursuit
characteristics (ie. gain) between the photopic and scotopic
fovear targets could be explained by the rack of visibirity
of the scotopic target on the fovea. when the target was
scotopic, Íts luminance hras below foveal threshold, and
hence the target would be invisible on the fovea, and.
invisible at least part, if not alr the time to the subject
as the target was foveated. They could not reconcile the
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differences

between their resurts (d.ecreasing photopic
luminance having no effect, on gaín) and. the wheeless , (1967)
data on decreasing photopic luminance decreasíng the gain of
foveally pursued sinusoidal targets (winterson and steinman,
le78).

our results indicate that we used. an ad.equate range of
luminances to show systematic changes in pursuit
characteristics but not in the pAE, d.emonstrating here that
our PAE ís not due to a visible decaying afterimage. rf the
PAE had been due to a visible decaying afterimage, a
concurrent systematic decrease in pAE parameter as in
pursuit parameters would have been expected.r ês the duration
of a visibly occurring afterimage is proportionar to the
stimulus input (Brind.rey, 1959). our pursuit stirnulus did
not enter the scotopíc range of luminance, as at aL1
int,ensitíes the stimulus was reported. to look simirar and.
equally visible, and. did not rrdisappearr when foveated.. As
we did not intentionally elicit, a visible afterimage through
our pursuit stimulus r wê d.o not know the true ef fect of a
decaying afLerimage on the pAE. Bahilr et ar., (1983)
showed that pursuit in a lighted room of a moving dot, that
was abruptly halted and left visibte,
elicíLed. a smooth pAE
decay. The decay had a duration of 4oo msec and. was ended.
with a refixation of the stirl visibre d.ot. This evid.ence
would suggest that any visible stimulus would not affect the
PAE. Though pursuit of afterimages has been demonstrated
(Heywood and churcher I LgTr; steinbach and pearce, 1972) no
,
results have been put forward. indicating that decaying of
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the afterimage could. be responsible for a pa,E. on the
contrary, the smoothness of the pAE negates pursuit of an
af terimage, as al-l afterimage pursuits v/ere j erky and
conscious.

B.

ANALYSTS OF EFFECTS OF REPEATED EXPOSURE ON

PURSUTT

EVENTS.

Previ-ous research has shown that expectations about the

direction

of fut,ure target motion always affects smooth eye
movements (Bahil1 et â1. , 1983 i Kow1er et â1. , 1984) .
Predictíon can occur withín presentation of one target
motion (Kowler et a1., LgB4) | or within a quater cycle of a
sinusoidally rnoving target (Bahil1 et ar.,
t9B3) .
Prediction occurs whether or not the target velocity or
dírection of motion is unpredictable (Bahil1 et, al., 1983,
Kowler et aI., 1984). pred.iction of target motion has been
measured by ant,icipatory smooth eye velocÍties (Kowler et
41., 1984) , zero latency tracking of a sinusoidal movÍng
target and predictive trackíng of a non-predictive sinusoid.
target (Bahi1l et al., 1983), and augmented eye velocity
with repeated st,imulation (vthittaker and Eahortz , tgf.z) .
Pursuit models have included a predictive component, to
account for prediction (Bahil1 and McDonard, ]981;
Eckmiller, 19er), The input to the predictive component has
been hypothesized to be a corollary discharge (either
efference or re-efference copy) and perceived retinal image
inforrnation (yasui and young, rg}4), based on a perceptual
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feedback hypothesis (young I Lg77) , for which there is some
neurophysíologicar evíd.ence (Mires and. Fu1]er, 1975)
" The
corollary discharge input is necessary for pred.iction, since

the retinal inage informatÍon is normally rnaintained. smarl,
and therefore less pred.ictable (yasui and young, 1974).
our resurts indicate that there v/ere no significant
effects of repeated exposure on pursuit events. Few pursuit
events had shown anticipatory eye movements before
appearence of the LED, and these events were not used. in
anarysis. Because \,re found no signif icant ef fects of
repeated exposure on pursuit events in our experiment, we
were able to group all our events together. This does not
mean that there were no predictive components involved. in
our experiment. with the repetitiveness of the stj_muIus,
one would expect some process of prediction to be occurring.
This could be in the form of an unconscious attenuation (ie.
pre-priming of synapses) to the stimulir âs a conscious
attenuation can be defined in the form of an anticipatory
saccade before target appearence. There is no evidence to
suggest that the predictive component has any effect on the
output of the pursuit integrator.
on the cont,rary, Becker
and Fuchs, (1985) demonstrated a decaying eye movement
followed by a continuing predictive t,racking of the
disappearing horizontal moving dot, showing no interference
of the predictive movement on the decaying eye movement,. vüe
concruded that prediction had no significant, effects on our
pursuit and pAE parameters.
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C.

CHARACTERTST]CS

OF lHE

PURSUTT EVENTS AND THE

PAE

TN

GENERAL.

The pursuit events in both series (puRsurr rNTENsrry
seríes and PURSUTT sruDy series) were stand.ard and
reproducible" The pursuit of the LED after foveation was
smooth with some fluctuations in pursuit eye velocity.
rnitial foveation, or foveation with one correctíve saccade,
of the moving LED indícated. the obvious visual nature of the
stimulus input (Deuber et âr., 1982) . Fructuations ín
pursuit, velocity (ie. eye tracking faster and/or slower than
stimulus) indicated. that retinal slip was occurring during
the experiment. This is to be expected, as the major input,
to the pursuít, system is retinar irnage slip on the fovea
(Young I r97z) .
Non-foveal followíng may have occurred due
to the variability of the pursuit vel-ocity. IrIe assume thís
to be mininralr âs there were no large catch-up saccades
evident in our pursuit movements. The fl_uctuat,ions in
pursuit velocity may indicate that, rniniature eye movements
and saccades hrere occurríng. ThÍs has been reported as a
normal part of smooth pursuit movements (steinman et âr.,
L973; Bergenius, 1984) "
The PAE in the pursuit intensity seri-es was elícited by

different instructions than in the pursuít study series, yet
both showed a similar inítíaI decaying eye movement for the
first
3oo msec. This wouLd indÍcate that the same
hypothesized pursuit integrator was dischargirg, and further
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eye movements in the pursuit intensity series after a mean
of 300 msec \¡¡ere due to subject instruction. rn the pursuít.
intensity events, subjects vüere instructed. to refixate their
eyes in the center after the stimulus light went, off.
rnitiation
of the first saccade to refixat,e the eyes to
center occurred after a mean of 3oo msec. rn the pursuit
study events, subj ects r,\rere instructed to look where they
rrlast sav/ the lighttt. The tirne constant of the decay was
approximately 300 msec. since the mean initial refixation
of the eyes was equal to the tÍme constant of the
integrator, our evÍdence wourd suggest that invoruntary eye
movements may be inhibited when the integrator
is
díscharging" The eye movement, signal need. not be a visual
inputr âs d.emonstrated by the ímagínary refíxation in total
darkness, but ít couId. be an efference copy signal. similar
results (absence of refixation signal stilI
eliciting a
decay) were given by Bahill et aI.,
(1983). They further
showed that when there is a visual refixation
signar (ie.
halt,ing of moving dot), the eyes stilr show a characteristic
decay, similar to when there is no refixat,íon signal. This
demonstrates that a voluntary eye movement may also be
inhibited when the integrator is dischargirg, even when
there is a larger visual error sígnal input to the eye
movement. The PAE refrex therefore seems to be due to a
component that is distinct from other eye movements
initiated by the subject.
rf efference copy and retinar- image signals affecL the
PAE in a similar manner, what charges the integrat,or
LO2

causing the PAE? The charging up of the integrator in our
experiment could be due to either retinal image input or
efference copy signals t ot both. The prirnary signal for the
eye movement is from the retinal image signal,
use a saccade to fixate the light, (Deuber et

âs the eyes
â1., LgBz) .
The pursuit of the light is rnaintained by the visual signal,
and this signal could charge the pursuit integrator.
But
the eye muscles are movíng concurrently with an efference
copy signal, and. this signal could also have input into the
yasuj- and young, (1984) hypothesized that both
integrator"

míght. have ínput into the predict,ive component of the
pursuit system, and. it is easily conceivable to extend this
to the pursuit integrator component. our experiment cannot
differentiate these inputs.
This point needs further
investigation.
rt is also not certain whether a posit,ion
signal or velocÍty signal charges the integrat,or, arthough
it' has been hypothesized. that the posit,ion signar has a
charge input to the optokinetic integrator (waespe et â1.,
1eB5).

The pAE is certainly a real phenomenon. rt continued
for around 3oo msec andit was a consistent and. repeatabre
response. The decay curve fit and parameters represented
the data welI,
D.

ANALYSTS OF THE PAE DECAY FTTS.

The result,s indicate that the best decay curve fit
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(p0,

P130, and PVAR) $ras the pr3o decay fit for two reasons. one
is because the pr3o d.ecay fit ad.equately described the

pursuit decay. The fít, closely approximated the actual
points, and a delay in the start, of the decay seemed. to be
closely approximated by the r3o msec start of the decay
after lights out" Another reason is that, the pvAR start
(variable decay start approximat,ed. by the investigator) had
a mean start of 126 + 77 msec, ind.istinguÍshable from the
start (130 rnsec). The d.eIay in the start of
the decay has been reasoned to be d.ue to signal processing,
and has been est,imated to be 130 msec (Rashbass, 196L;
Robinson, r96s), but other values of the delay have been
given (150 nsect yasuÍ and young, 1984). The po fit, clearly
did not represent the data we1l
For purposes of comparison of the pursuÍt decay fít
with the first component of the two component OKAN fit,
the
P130 decay fít was used. The values of the pl-30 d.ecay fit,
were A = 17.77 + 6.43 deg/seci B = 3"813 + l.4B:-î I/B =
0.306 + 0.124 second.s,' and 12 = 0.422 + O.I5O. rÀ¡ values
gave a gain close to 1, indícating the decay started around
the stimulus velocity. ,2 values hrere not as high as
expected (0,422 + O.rso), but can be explained on a number
of grounds. Fi-rstly, the experimental signal processing
introduced a variability of +1.5 deg/sec to the generated.
signal (see E. EXPERTMENTAL coNTRoLS), which wourd
cont,ribute to a lower r2 varue. secondly, the d.ecay fit
procedure is prejudiced towards the lower points in the
curve. A great,er number of points in the lov¡er part as
mean Pt30 decay
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compared to the upper part would d.ecrease the good.ness of
fÍt, of the decay curve due to a greater sum of sguares

error, and this would give more weight of the curve fit,ting
procedure v/as given to the lower part.
This was
demonstrated. two ways. one was through a higher r2 value
(r' = 0.519 + 0.121) in the pO fit-']' than the pI3O fit, (rz =
0"422 + 0.150) due to more points in the higher part of the
curve being taken into consideration in the p0 fit,, even
though the P0 fit crearly was not a better representation of
the data. Another way was when a r.5 second decay fit gave
lower t2 values d.ue to an abundance of rower points
(unreported data). This prejudice would contribute to a
lower t2 vaIue. Thirdly and most irnportantly, lower t2
values than expected could be explained. by physiological
noise from the oculomotor p1ant. This physiological noise,
exaggerated by the digital differentiation process, has been
described in pursuit eye movements (steinnan et âr., 1973¡
Deubel et aI., r9B2; Bergienus, rg}4) , and simiLar arguments
of unconscíous miniature eye movements and corrective
saccades can be applíed to the pursuit, decay. Further,
schalen, (1980) reported randomly occurring square vrave
forms wÍthout any corrective function during eye movements,
of which our results did show some rare examples. All these
incongrouous eye movements would. contrÍbute the najor reason
for lower 12 varues. t2 varues probably reflected more of
the oculomotor noíse than the actual decay fit,
which could.
be better judged on its visual representation of the data.
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E"

CHARACTERTSTICS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONTROLS.

control 1 was to determine the consistency of the
computer decay program by feeding in a synthesized pursuit
event. Processing by the program demonst,rated that, the decay
program v/as working correctly.

control 2 gave the No EoG signal control for the error
of the differentiated signal. The standard deviation of
points with no signal input was +0"68 d,eg/sec. since we
assume our eye movement recordÍng syst,em (dc EoG) to have an
error of 2.0 deg/sec (schlag et â1., r9B3), the deviation of
the no EoG signal ís within our experimentaL error.
The
offset of the signal was +z.go degrees. ThÍs did not,
affect the resurts, the analysis was concerned only with
measurement of velocity and rerative d.isplacement, not
absorute displacement. rt was conclud.ed. that the EoG
recordíng system and the computer decay fit program T¡rere
adequate for the purposes of this project.

F.

CHARACTERTSTTCS OF THE OKÂ,N"

The

elicited was normal. values for the first
component were A = 15.54 + 6.05 deg/secr r/B = 0.797 + .l,27
sec" values for the second component were e = 4.49 + l.g3
deg/sec, l/D = 24"12 + r9.4 sec. A is expected to be lower
than the stírnurus velocity of zo d.eglsec, as A and c (the yintercept of the short and. long time constant) when summed,
OKAN
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shourd equal to the stimulus velocity.

This was found. to

be

so"

The variability in the cumurat,ive d.isplacement (47 "B +
27 "7 deg) and the number of slow phases in OKAN (48 + 21)
clearly indicate the wide spread. of the d.ata was d.ue to
individual variability.
contrasting that is the consistency
of the slow phase duration (o.zB7 + " os9 sec) . The
consisLency of the slow phase duration throughout each OKAN
trial courd índicate that the eyes are reset,ting themselves
by a spatial reference (Jell et, al., 1984) "
The two component decay fit to the oKÄN described it
weII. our values closely resembred those reported by Jert
et â1., (1985) . Habituation through repeat.ed stirnulation
I,ras not a factor in thís anarysis, since JeII et a1., (1985)
reported no significant decrease between trials in one
session. corroboratÍng evidence of a two component, decay fit
in OKAN was given by Zasorin et aI., (1983) and. segal and
Liben, (1985), who described. theír oKÀN as having rfast
initial
drops, foIIowed by a slower d.ecriner. values for
theír slow decline agree with our long time constant
components.

G.

COMPARTSON OF THE PAE AND THE FTRST COMPONENT OF THE TWO
COMPONENT OKAN DECAY

The values for the pAE were A = 17.77 + 6.43 d.eg/sec;

L/B = 0.292 + 0.120 second.s. The values for the
first component of the two component OKAN d.ecay T¡/ere A =
15.54 + 6.05 deg/secì I/B = 0.797 + O"IZ7 second.so lrAil
ro7

values were not significantly different from each other, but
1/B values (the tirne constant) , v/ere significant.ly d.ifferent
atp

on the basis of the above information, if one assumes
that one physiological integrator can be characÈerized. by
only one time constant, then one wourd have to concrud.e that
the integrator stimurated with the pursuit stimulus ís not
the same as the one stimurated. by the OKAN st.imurus (ie
first component), or that the charging or discharging are
not, facilitated
in the same manner. Evidence for these
assumptions have been demonstrated. in postrotatory nystagmus
by schrader et al., (1995). The overarl time constant for
postrotat,ory nystagmus is the sum of the output of mainly
two components, the peripherar vestibular nerve and. the
vestibular nucleii.
schrader et aI., (1985) demonstrated a
reduced time constant in postrotatory nystagmus approaching
that of the peripheral nerve tine constant by head. t,ilting
during the nystagmus, and. postulated that head. tilt
suppressed the vestíbular st,orage mechanísm selectively,
showing a separate facilitation of the discharge of the
vestibular st,orage mechanism from the peripheral nerve. on
the other hand, simj-rar evidence of head tilt suppression on
OKAN and post-rotatory nystagmus (decrement of the tirne
constant) has been hypothesízed to be due to the output of
one integrator with a modifiabre tirne constant (waespe et
â1., 1985), the modification due to the conflictíng visual
and vestibular st,imuli. The model in this i_nstance would
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t,herefore include one integrator with more than one time
constant. rhis approach may be plausible, but little
evidence is currently available to support it,.
rt has generally been accepted in the past that in man,
pursuít and the immediate onset of oKN are mediated by the
corticar pathways, and that they have the same mechanism
(Cohen et â1., 1977 i 1981; yee et, â1., LgTg; Robinson,
1980; collewijn, L9B1) . rt has also been accepted that
different
mechanisms are responsible for cortical and
subcortical pathï/ays ín oKN. This has been d.emonstrated. by
the differences in rrlookrr (cortical; act,ive) and nstarel
(subcortical; passive) nystagmus (Hood. and Leech, tg74) and
by the selectj-ve occrusions of the opt,okinet,ic fierd (Brandt
et aI", 1973) . The concept of cortícar and. subcort,ical
pathways have al-so been supported by a srow build-up of oKN
j-n humans with central scotomas (no foveal visÍon) (ter Braak
et â1., l97ri Yee et a1., rgTg), which is arso seen in
patients wÍth hereditary cerebellar ataxia (zee et ar.,
r976b). These findings also support a widely held view that
the immediate onset of oKN is due to the centrar area of the
eye (ie. area around the eye), but it does not necessarÍly
mean ít is due to the pursuit system. rt has been
demonstrat,ed that pursuit can be dissociated from the fovea
(I{interson and steinman , Lg7 g) , and. seems t,o depend more on
an internal selection process and secondarily on the fovea,
as smooth pursuit is only found in foveate species
(Robínson, rgBl).
'Look, and rrstarerr nystagmus cannot
either be easily classified. on the basis of the "activeu and
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rrpassiverr, (corticar vs subcort.icar), retinal pathways, as
there is conflícting evidence in that the stare OKIrI has been
found to be st,ronger ín the central ro d.egrees (van Die and.
collewijn, r9B2) | yet oKN has been generally believed t.o be
mostly a subcorticar process due to the perj-phery, (Brandt
et aI., 1973) . This is supported by evidence from pat,ients
with central scotomas and srow buird-ups of oKN (zee et â1.,
r976b) "
Another viewpoint is that the foveal area acts
nainly on the fixation and the fovear following while the
peripherar area plays an irnportant role ín foveal fixation
in oKN (Miyoshi, ]-985), from evídence that the rfovealrl
mechanism in oKN decreases as the stirnulating velocity is
increased. conscious and unconscious inputs may be another
description of the inputs to oKN. Thís input, has been
demonstrated in voluntary and reflexive saccades. Reflexive
saccades due to optokinetic and vest,ibular inputs were
faster than voluntary saccades, and. not, necessarily addÍtive
(Henriksson et aI., r98o). Arr the above evidence shows
associat,ions between pursuit and oKN, arthough there are no
clear cut classificat,ions of input in OKN.
There is some evÍdence for d.issocíation between the
yasui and young, (1982) showed
onset of oKN and pursuit.
different Ievels of predictive capability between pursuit
and oKN, and some patients with neurological diseases have
been found to have pursuit intact but have poor passíve oKN,
and- vice versa (Baratt et aI., 19BS) .
our evidence would lend. some support for d.issociation
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of the pursuit and optokinetic syst,ems, but, we must, ad.d.ress
the question of what the inputs are to the optokj-netic and
pursuit integrators, and whether they necessariry have to be
the same" Tn our pursuit stirnuli, analysis of the d.ecay
after each smooth pursuit movement meant that the input. to
the pursuít integrator courd have been d.ue to the foveal
image slip of tracking the d.ot, the efference copy signal of
the single tracking movement t or both. rn the optokinetic
stimulus, the Ínput to the integrators could have been due
to the repeated retinal irnage slip of tracking the surround,
the efference copy signal due to repeated tracking
movements, or both. The difference in the fovear image srip
versus fulI retinal slip t oy single versus repeated
efference copy signals courd have charged a single
Íntegrator dífferently, and perhaps gíven a different time
constant" Evidence for dífferent stimulat,ing techniques
affecting pursuit discharge v/as given by Muratore and zee,
(L979), where stimulation by a fovear stimulus produced a
decay much like OKAN (JeII et aI., r9B4). Though there \¡rere
some confoundíng influences, this demonstrates an apparently
different
charging of possibly the same integrator.
Lafortune et â1., (198s) did attempt, to investigate the
charging of first component in the two component OKAN by
changing the duration of stimulation, but even at their
lowest stinulation duration of 5 sec, the first component
was already ful1y charged. This is not surprising, as
Mitrani and Dirnitrov, (1979) showed. the pursuit íntegrator
was fully charged by 1 sec of stimulation. poLa and wyat,t,
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(1985) on comparison of pursuit (active) and. optokinet.ic
(passive) following eye movements, concluded from their
results that passive eye movements rnay be ínvorved in normal
pursuit movements, and. whereas the optokinetic movements
respond to a velocity input, pursuÍt movements ínvolve a
position channel in paralrel with the optokinetíc velocity
channel, and perhaps add together prior to a common
integrator.
Finally, one must ask why the decays in OKAN and
pursuit should be modelled as the output of an integrator.
could the decays be moderled on a darnped. oscíI1ator, or be
described by porynornial equations? Due to the row 12 values
of the decay fits, the answer to the above guest,ion is
probably yêsr but what would the rationale be for the
models? Most other models are the product of an active
decaying process, whire all passíve decays found. in nature
have been adequately described by an exponentiar decay curve
modelled on the output of an integrator,
since the decay
described here is a passive process, the integrator mod.el
would best, describe the decay.
Our conclusíons therefore are that our results Índ.icate
that the pursuit decay and. the first component of the OK.A,N
decay are not the same, but this could. be due to differences
in the st,inuli.

rl-2

H.

FUTURE CONSIDERå,TIONS

This thesis attempt.ed t.o ansr¡/er the question - is the
first component of a two component decay mode1 of OKAN d.ue
to pursuit? comparison of the pursuít decay elicit,ed and.
the first component of the OKAN d.ecay indicated it was not,
but there was some controversy on whether or not the two
were similar, especially in light of the results of Muratore
and zee (l-979) and Pola and wyatt, (1985). rt maynot even
be possible to separate the first cornponent from thee second
component of oKANr âs they may be coupled. in some rn/ay. rn
líght of this fact, separation of the two components may
only be possibre in patients with centrar scotomas, âs
described by Yee et â1., (1978) ì schalen et al.,
(rg}2) ¡
and Barratt et â1., (1985). Fitting of two component decays
in these patients may identify the lack of pursuit, input.
Another technique may be to elicit OKAN with no oKN by a
fixation point inhíbiting oKN. This has been shown to
el-icit strong OKAN (Brand.t et a1., rg73) | but has not been
ínvestigated with regard. to possible diffeerences in pursuit
and optokinetíc inputs. A two component OKAN decay could be
fit to a normal OKAN and compared to the fixated OKAN.
Another technique may be to look at d.ifferences in two
component OKAN between rrstarerr and rrlookr nystagmus. ilLookil
nystagmus may be more pursuit mediat,ed than ¡rstarerr
nystagmus, as the subject is actively following the stripes
in rrlookrr nystagmus. This rnay be seen as differences in the
two component

OKAN.

on the question of ceIl studies, it is unknown
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where

the hypothetical pursuit, integrator is rocated t ot whether
or not ít
is related with the vestibular storage
íntegrator. Finding a group of cerls respond.Íng to the
pursuit decay wourd be very usefur. one area that has been
hypothesized to contain the pursuit component is the
cerebellar flocculi (yasui and young, 1984). rt would. arso
be informative to d.o single cert recordÍngs in the
vestibular nucleii during the pursuit decay, to determine
whether or not this pursuit input, has a pathway to the
vestibular nucleii.
This would. suggest a coupling of the
pursuit input in OKAN. since pursuit and oKN have d.ifferent
predicit,ive components, it would. also be useful to rocate
these dif ferent, components in the braÍnst,em. This
information wourd show the possible dissocíat,ion between the
pursuit system and the optokinetic system by their d.ifferent
locations.
rt, would also be useful to determine what effect an
actuar afterimage had on the pursuit decay. our results
indicated it was not a factor, but we did. not elicit
a
afterirnage. rn light of the BahÍl1 et aI., (1983) d.ata, wê
hypothesize that an after irnage wourd have no effect on the
pursuit, decay, but this remains to be seen.
An integrator modeL may best describe the pursuit
decay, but an interestÍng questíon arises of whether it has
to be a neurar integrator. Robinson (1965) demonstrated that
the mechanícs of the eye give the eye a 5oo msec latency
movement after the pursuit command has stopped. This tirne
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span could be due to an int,egration of the vÍscoelastic
properties of the eyê, and would probably hide any neural
integration less than soo msec. rn our circumstances,
isolation of a possibre neural integrator would not be
possible.

I.

CONCLUSTONS

The conclusions from these experiments are:

1.
The pursuit aftereffect ís unaffect,ed by changes
in light intensity. The d.ecay is not due to an aft,erimage.
2" The best decay fit, to the pursuit decay started at
130 msec after lights out.
This gives our best estimate of
the sígnal processing time.
3.
There are no significant effects on the pursuit
decay due to repeated exposure to the stirnulus. Habituation
to the stimurus was not an overt factor in our experiments.
4.
The pursuit decay and the first component of the
two component OKAN decay did not have the same tirne
constant. The time constant in the pursuit decay was o"2gz
sec while the tirne constant in the first component of the
OKAN

decay was 0.797 sec.

5.
Since the time constant of the pursuit decay was
less than the 500 msec latency due to the viscoelastic
properties of the eye, isolation of a neural Íntegrator
using this technique is not possible.
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